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! PuRPOSE OF THE STUDY 
' 
:statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study is to analyze and compare paper-
jcovered textbooks, teacher's manuals, courses of study and 
methods books with respect to their content and logical devel-








I /~- \ 
' eaningful and logical presentation of this material. 
II I - - . 
I rscope of Study 
I The study will only be concerned with arithmetic for Grades ! 
I 
J/ I and II. 
1/ The following paper-covered t extbooks, te acher's manuals 
1:and methods books will be investigated: 
11 Bartoo, G~ c., Bess Stinson, and Jesse Osborn, Count Five • 
St. Louis: Webst er Publishing Company, 1~48. ----
1 
I 
, Stories the Numbers Tell., 
----~Pu~blishing Company, 1948:---
----~~' Number Magic. 
Company , 1948. 
St. Louis: 











Brueckn er, Leo J., and Foster E. Grossnicke l., HoW to Mak e ,, 
Arithmetic Meaningful. Philadelphia: The Jo~c:--­





Buswell, Guy 'r., William A. Brownell, and Lenore John, 






----~~' Jolly Numbers, Book Two, New Edition~ Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1944. 
, Beginner's Course, New Edition, Teacher's Manual. 
-----..=B~oston: Ginn and Company, 1944. 
----~~' Jolly Numbers, Book Two, New Edition, Teacher's 
Manual. Boston: Ginn and Company, 1944. 
Clark, John R., Arthur s . Otis, and Caroline Hatton Clark, 
Mz First Number Book. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: 
World Book Company, 1945. 
, Mx Second Number Book. 
----~w~orln-Book Company, 1945. 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New Yor : 
Durell, Thomas J., East Steps in Arithmetic, Book One. 
Columbus Ohio: C arles E . Merrill Co., 1949. 
----::::-.--' Easy Steps in Arithmetic, Book 'rwo. Columbus, 
Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Co., Inc., 1949. 
Johnson, Eleanor M., Mz Progress Book in Arithmetic, Number 
One. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Co., Inc., 
1949. 
, Mz Progress Book in Arithmetic, Number Two, 
----~C~olumbus Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Co., Inc., 1949. 
Lennes, N. J., DoriC. Rogers, and L. R. Traver, Arithmetic 
Headiness--Part One. New York: Laidlaw Brothers, 
1943. 
---~-' Arithmetic Readiness--Part Two~ Chicago: Lai dla 
Brothers, 1943. 
Morton, Robert Lee, and Therll Gray, Making ~ of Arith-
metic, Grade I. New York: Silver Burdett Company, 
1949. -
----,.-=-' Making Sure of Arithmetic, Grade Two. New York: 
Silver Burde tt Company, 1947. 
Patton, David H., and William E. Young, How Many? How 
Much? Syracuse, New York: Iroquois Publishing Com-
pany, 1949. 
, Let's Find Out. Syracuse, New York: 




Rosenquist, Luc y Lynde, Young Children Le arn to Use Arith-
metic. Boston: Ginn and Company, 1949. 
Wozencraft, Marian, .Count to ~· Chicago: Beckley-Cardy 
Company, 1942. 
ustification 
1. There is a ne ed for some s ystem for presenting arith-
metic in sequential form f or Grades I and II. Each 
paper-covered textbook has some plan for logical devel-
opment. No two sources agree as to the content to be 
developed, the order in which it should be developed, 
or the manner in which it is done. 
2. This study is not an attempt to improve upon published 
courses of study or paper-covered textbooks. It; is a 
compilation of ideas, me thods and activities from many 
sources into a unified and organized whole that best 
fits the pattern the writer has chosen as best and most 
suitable. 
3. Although t h is guide has b een developed primarily for th 
futur e use of the writer, it will also serve as a guide 
for teaching arit~netic i n Grades I and II throughout 
any school system. 
pverview 
Chapter I reviews past res earch, clarifying t he need for a j 
and meaningful arithmetic program. Chapter II ex-
the me thod used for studying the workbooks and formu-
ating t he outline. Included also is t he method for s e lecting 
- I 
111 
and organi zing activities to be presented and enriched wi t hin 
each topic . Chapter I I I contains t he outline in the order to 
r e pres ent ed. The procedure s and activities in graded st eps b y 
!topics ar e also included in this chapter. 
iv 
CHAP'rER I 
TRENDS IN ARI'r FfME'r iC THI NI\:ING 
li Over the past thirty years, there has bee n an incre asing ,
1 
awareness that the old formal method of teaching b y drilling 
combinations with the emphasis of developing computational 
s k ills has resulted in failure. 1 The changes in the philosoph~ 
of education toward the social theory of learning and advances I 
I 
in the fi e ld of p sychology2 have forced peopl e in the fi e ld of II 





teaching arithme tic to determine the reasons for the larg e num-
b er of f a ilure s in school and the lack of understanding of 
arithme tic princip l e s found among t h e pupils. 
Elimination of Material 
Early investi gations revea l ed that adults used only the 
simp l e st forms of a rithme tic in their daily lives. 3 The first 
r e forms were thus in the direction of eliminating much of the 
needless , little-used material taught in schools so tha t more 
1 L. J. Brueckner, "Deferre d Arithmetic'', Mathematics 
Teacher, 31: 287, October, 1~38. 
I 2 J. w. Dicke y , "Readine ss for Arithme tic", El ementary . 




3 "Re s e arch in Constructing the Elementary School Curric-
ulum n, 'rhird Ye arbook of the Department of Supe rintendence. . 
( Wash ingt on: The Dep artment of Superintendence of t h e Nationa 
Education As s ociation of the United States, June, 1~ 26), 1 
pp. 50-62 . 
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11 great as requiring too much. 8 
I 
Social and Mathematical (Systematic Arithmetic ~ 
Numerous controversies arose as educators became aware that 
children were not merely small adults, 9 but were developing 
individuals who could not be expected to achieve adult stan-
I 
All were agreed on the funda-j dards or to learn adult methods. 
mental principle of suiting the arithmetic program to the 
II 
! 
interest, maturity level and needs of the children at the pres-
ent time and formulating a firm ground work of arithmetic under~ 
standings and skills that would be useful for adult life. The 
I
ll purely mathematical approach failed, because t~ere was no 




revision i.n order to accomplish the aims of creating greater 
understanding of the fundamental idea, processes, principles 
and relationships and developing functional skills.10 The 
major issues were those concerned with the method for instruc-
tion and the time for initial instruction. 
As is the case in many great changes, there was a swing 
away from the old, formal type of ari t hmetic to the other end 
of the pendulum--the incidental method of learning or emphasis 
I 
8 R. L. West, c. E. Green, and w. A. Brownell, "'rhe Arith-
metic Curriculum", Twent ~ -ninth Yearbook of the National 
Council for the Study of Education Bloomington, Illinois: 
Public School Publishing Company, 1930), p. 114. 
9 West, op. cit., p. 167. 
10 E. A. Bond, "A Proper Balance between Social Arithmetic 11 
and a Science of Arithmetic", Mathematics Teacher, 35:314, __ 
======*lr~·~~~ I 
.. 
I on social 
I wh en they 
arithmetic. Numb er si~uations were discuss e d only 
aros e naturally within the classroom.' At t ha t t ime 
int erest would be keen and the children would be awar e of their 
I 
nee d to learn. Number would mee t the needs of their concrete 
manipula tions. Th e a dvocates of this theory f e l t that there 
was suffi ci ent motivation in discovering number: experi ence s in 
every day activities to stimulate t heir int erest in l e arning 
I 
I 
the facts without the help of drill. Since this me thod of' in-
stru ction took number situations in the random .order in which 
I 
t h e y occur red, the uns y stematic me thod was open to 5 reat 
criticism . 11 
Beside t h e fundamental object i on t hat the appr oa ch is un-
s ystematic, t he chi e f criticism is that t h e teachers on the 
whol e are not qu a lified to teach such a progr am . Only a small 
I 
I 
numb er o f t e ach ers can dir e ct t h e att entions artd int erests of 
their pu pil s to t he achi evement of worthwhile ~ 0 arning with out 
I 
the ai d o f a care full y outline d course of s tud y . 1 2 Teachers 
must be a lert to c ap i t alize on the situa tions as they arise.l3 
But, due to the ir unfamili arit y wi th the ma t erial and its i m-
plic a tion s , many t e achers could not do an adeq~at e job,l4 no 
I 
I 
11 B . A. Su e ltz, 11 Curriculum Probl em--Graq.e .Placement", 
Sixte enth Ye arbook of t he Nationa l Council of Te achers of Ma th-
ematics ( New York: Bure au of Publications, Teach er's Colleg e, 
Columbia Universit y , 1941), p. 25. 
1 2 C. L. Thiele, "An Incidental or an Organized Program of 
Numb er Tea ching 11 , Mathematics Teacher, 31:66, :February, 1~ 38. 
13 Ibid_;, , p • 6 5 • 




... ~ - _, · ~ -
I 
could many provide the necessary experiences. 15 
It is believed that the motivation is not sufficient for 
adequate mastery. 16 Also, meeting a situation ' only a few times 
1 is not sufficient for adequate learning. Learning is by in-
sight and r epetition. One creates the organization and the 
other att empts to p erfect that organization. 17 Drill has its 
place in the progr~a to fix the experience correctly in the min 
I 
of the chi ld. 18 Thus, not only drill is lacki~g and the numb er 
' 
of meeting the number situations small, but al~o the facts a re 
not in any r e lated situations. A fact, to hav e the richest 
meaning, should be met in many situations19 and these situa-
tions should be related. 
Since t he purel y social teaching of number also proved 
inadequat e , a combination of t he social and mathematical a p -
proach seemed necessary. 
Man conceived of number as a device to e nable precise and 
orderly dealing s with quantit y as met in his surrounding s. 20 
15 Thiele, op. cit., p. 66. 
1 6 Sueltz, op. cit., p. 25 
17 W. A. Brownell, " 'rwo Kinds of Learning 1in Arithmetic 11 , 
Journal o f Educational Re s e arch, 31:656, Ma y , 1938. 
18 W. A. Brovmell, and C. B . Chazel, "The Effects of Pre- I 
mature Drill in Third Grade Arithmetic 11 , Journa:l of Educational 
Research, 20:26, September, 1935. I 
19 Buckingham, op. cit., p . 15. 
I 
20 L. J. · Brueckner, 11 Some Major 'l1heme s Under l ying Ins true- I 
tion", J·ournal of t he National Education Ass ociation, 21:47, 
February, 1932 . 
5 
j 
. I It is a s ystem built from simple beginnings anq expanded as the 1 
need arose. Mathematics is a science and, as ~uch, has certain I 
basic forms, progressions, and interrelationshi,ps that give 




easily for gotten. These logical relationships :are 
21 those who understand arithmetic. Since the major 
obvious to 
aim of 
teaching arithmetic is now to bring out the meaning of arith-
' 
l metic and since the principles of arithmetic were invented by 
early man to serve his simple needs, it is possible to present 
I 
these principles in their rudimentary form to children so that 
I 
their initial contact with arithmetic will be built on under-
standing . 
Psychological studies also lend weight to the systematic 
or mathematic approach. Material that is organi zed and pre-
sented in some form or pattern is easier to le~n and retain. 22 
Logical relationships, the key-stone of systematic arithmetic 
instruction facilitates l earni?g. 23 There is also a direct 
relationship betwe en the ease of l e arning and the meaningfulnes1 
of the material to the child. 24 These results ·do not determine 
21 Su e ltz, op. cit., p. 24 • 
.. 
22 T. R . McConnell, "Recent Trends in Learning, Today", 
Sixteenth Yearbook of the National Council of •reachers of 
Mathematics (New York: Bureau of Publications, •reacher 's Col-
leg e, Columbia Universit y , 1941), p. 270. 
23 Suelt z , op. cit., p. 32. 
24 J. M. Lee and D. Tv! . Lee, The Child and His Curriculum, 
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1 ~ 40), p. 142. 
I 
:I 
> --!1 7 
II 
II the quantity of arithmetic to b e taught or the suitabilit y for jl 
diffe rent a ge levels. 'rhey do show that there :is a scientific 1! 
n e ed for presenting arithmetic s ,ystematically. ~ 'rhey further su~­
p ort t h e theory that enough time should be s pent in the forma- ~ 
ti ve s t age s of t eaching arithmetic to make cert1ain that the 
I 
children understand t he number system and the theory b ehind 
the processes in familiar situations before computation for 








11 b a sed on experi e nc e . 
~~ in t he light of what he already understands. 26 
A child will onl y grasp a n ew meaning 
II 
Many writers, concerned by the lack of org1anization in 
1 
arithmetic programs and r ealizing the depe ndenc:e of one process! 
u p on another, urge the t e aching of arithmetic s ystematically 
I 
beg inning at an ear l y age and making provision for planned 
development as the child matures. Number knowl e dge is a 
11 constant refinement of earli e r ideas o f quantity". 27 This 
process of refinement is ai d ed b y increasing th1e insight into 
28 the r e l at ionsh i p s of the numb er system. Grea~er meaning is 
developed if each step is kept simple and made 'in a r egular 
progression. In t h is way , even advanced work c 1an seem easy. 
25 West, op. cit., p. 100. 
26 Lee, op. cit., p. 143. 
!I 
I 
2 7 c. L. 'rhiele, 11Ari t hmetic in t he Early p-rades 11 , Six-
te enth Yearbo ok of the National Counc i l of 'reac hers of lhathe-
matics, (New York : Bureau o f Publications, •reacher's College , 
Columbia University, 1941), pp. 45-46. 





For the meaning of one step depends upon how well the preceding ! 
one was understood. If one step in the sequen~e is omitted, 
then the following steps will be harder to understand.29 This 
point is made very clear in the following e xplanation of sys-




. The child cannot do meaningful and accurate 
rational counting until he understands one-to-one 
correspondence--the matching of the obj e ct~ in one 
group with the related objects in another group. 
He cannot see the relationships between numbers in 
the various decades of the number system uritil he 
understands the numbers from 1-10. He cannot com-
bine small groups to make larger group s and deter-
mine the number in the larger ~roup (add) until h e 
can de termine the number of items or objects in 
each of the smaller groups. He cannot see ,the re-
l at ionship between pairs of addition facts ' (such as 
3 and 4 are 7, 4 and 3 are 7), until he has actually 
combined 3 with 4, and 4 with 3, and disco~ered that 
either way of combining these smaller grou~s results 
in a larger group of 7. 
The child cannot subtract, me aningfully, 3 from 
7, or 4 from 7, until he fully understands :the sig-
nificance of the related addition facts. Through re-
pe-ated concrete experiences t he relationships bet~aen 
addition and subtraction facts c an be discovered. 
As the child's ideas, concepts and skills mature, there 
should be provision made for the continual development of the 
understanding and insight into mathematics. At: each level at 
school, the teacher should endeavor to develop ,in the pupil 
1 the ability to observe and treat the affairs of life systemat-
29 H. G. \\'heat, 11\tVhy Not Be Sensible About 'Meaning? n, \ 
Mathematics Teacher, 38:100-1, March, 1945. 
30 R. L. Morton and :M . Gray , ]/laking Sure of, Arithmetic, 
Grade I, Teacher's Guide (New York: Silver Burdett Company, 
1949), P • 4. I 
8 
ically using number wherever possible. 31 
It is the writer's obs ervation that whenever ele-
mentary school teachers have made an honest common-sense 
effort to build up patiently step by step :the simple 
meanings inherent in arithmetic, all pu p ils have graspe d 
the meaning and pr ofit e d thereby.32 
Once these ideas, concepts and g eneralizations 
1
are part of the 
children's thinking process, they don't have to wait to be 
shown a new process. 33 Their quantitative thinking has been so 
encouraged that new processe s are easily r e vealed and learned. 
Two experiments using the systematic method of t e aching 
beginning a rithme tic revealed some very significant resul t s. 
Brownell 1 s 34 study involved 223 first grade pupils and 280 sec-
ond gr a d e pu p ils from four states. Certain sequential outcomes 
wer e set up to be discovered by the pupils under the guidance 
of the teachers. Activities wer e devised from which under-
1 standing s and gener alizations wer e to be evolvt?d• 'fhe work was 
divided b y half grades. After each period of instruction, grou~ 
and indivi dual tests were g iven covering the work of the perioJ ' 
At the end of the first term of the fi r st grad~, 26 pup ils had 
31 L. J. Brueckner, n,rhe Social Phase of Arithme tic In-
struction", - sixteenth Yearbook of the National ' Council of 
•reache rs of Mathematics. (New York: Bureau of Publications, 
Teacher's College, Colurriliia Universit y , 1941), ,PP • 144-5. 
32 Wheat, op. cit., p. 101. 
33 H. Van Engen, 11 Unifying Ideas in Arithmetic Instruction' 
Elementary School Journal, 42: 2 ';:J2, December, 1941. 
3 4 W. A. Brownell, R . A. Doty, and 1N. Rein, Arithmetic in 
Grades I and II. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Research 
Studies in Education, No. 6., Duke University Press, 1941), 
pp. 66-72. 
I 
p erfect papers, one-quart er had a score below 42 out of a pos-
sible 55, one-quarter had a score of 53 or above, and the mean . 
score was 50. At the end of the second t e rm of the first grade, 
19 pupils had perfect papers, one-quarte r h a d score s b e low 59 
out of a p ossible 73, one-quarter h a d scores above 71 and the 
I 
me an wa s 66 . I Th e second grade al s o showed significant results. 
For the first term, 7 pupils had perfect scores, the me an was 
I 
I 
74 out o f a pos s ible 83 wi t h one- quarter below 66 and one-
quarte r above 79 . 'r he final term of the second year is the 
most gratifying . Out of a possible total of 81, one-quarter 
g ot b e low 70 , one-quarter above 79 , the me an was 76 and there 
wer e 34 p erfect papers. 
Ch ish olm, 35 in her investigation of thre e type s of arith-
metic instruction in Grade One--the incidental method, the use 
of a commercial workbook, and h er own program ~sing concr ete 
and s emi-concr e te materials--re ve a l e d little di
1
f'f erence betwee n 
the three t ypes o f programs. ri'h e se results are not too mean-
ingful, since there were only 26 ch ildren in each of h e r group s 
Also, there is no indication of t h e kind or amopnt of arithme-
tic taught in the incident al p rogram. The chief v a lue of t h is 
thesis lies mainly in the p rogram f or developing ari t hmetic 
with concre te and semi-concrete materials. 
In a re a dine ss program for kinderg arten children, some 
35 M. B. Chisholm, The Evalua tion of Three Programs for 
Teaching Arithmetic in Grade One . (Boston: Unpublished Educa-
tion Mas ter Th e sis, Boston Universit y School of: Education, 
1 ~ 49 • 
II I 
more si gnificant r esults were obtained. Koenker36 use:i two sim-
I 
/ ilar kindergartens with 63 pupils in one and 66 in the other. 
Both school had morning and afternoon ses s ions. In the first 
ity and achievement. The control group in each case was given 
the regular kindergarten program, while the exp'erimental group 
I 
had this program supplemented by a rich, meaningful readiness 
I 
program. In Ma y , 27 children that ma tched in achi e vement and 
intellig ence from the fall tests were retested :in arithme tic. 
I 
These results revealed a gain of 10.22 points i ,n arithmetic 
achievement for the experimental group compared to 5.15 points 
gain for the control group. Both teachers considered the 
' 
1 readines s program valuable. As in Brownell's s ,tudy , the chil-
dren showed a real interest and enthusiasm for the activities 
and experiences. 
This evidence for systematic arithmetic does not mean that 
11 social 11 arithmetic would be disreg arded. Quite to the contrar • 
'rhe uses of number in social situations can provide excellent 
illustrative material for building the science of arithmetic 
35 R. H. Koenke r, 11Arithrne tic Readiness at. the Kindergar-
ten Level", Journal of Educational H esearch, 42: 219-23, I 
November, 1 9 48. II 
-.1..· 1-!1 ~-
meaningfully. 37 Neither phase should be neglected. Both 
together bring out the rich meaning of arithmetic. 38 A school 
I 
program should be flexible enough so that the teacher can cap-
italize on both the logical relationships and social experi-
39 
ences. The mathematical aim should not e .x clude the other 
desirable aims. 40 Although the sub ject matter ,is important, 
I 
it should be adapted for functional living. 41 ' Thus, in t e ach-
ing arithmetic, one cannot neglect the social aspect. However, 
I 
' the social aspect must not be so heavily wei ghted that a com-
plete learning sequence would be interrupted because the pro-
cess had no i mmediate social usefulness. 42 
Beginning Arithmetic Instruction 
The quest±6h of when arithmetic should be 'taught is de-
pendent upon the use children have for number, 
1
the skills al-
ready acquired and the amount to be taught as a groundwork of 
understandings and skills for further work. 43 ' 
Deferred Arithmetic 
--------
Certain of these considerations were igno~ed in one ex-
37 Bond, o;e. ci ~., p. 314. 
38 Brueckner, o;e. cit., P• 146. 
39 Sueltz, op. cit., p. 26. 
40 Thiele, OE. cit., p. 63. 
41 Suel tz, op. cit., p. 270. 
42 McConnell, op. cit., p. 276. 
43 Buckingham, op • cit., p. 50. 
... ~ I 
I 
r periment. 44 On the hypothesis that one di f ficul t subject shoulJ 
I' be taught at one time, the experiment was carried out teaching 
1 
! reading and English primarily in t he first grade and postponing 
I I arithrnetic until the second grade. Facts were gat hered showing 
I a vast difference in readin g ability, in favor 'of the experi-
mental group, and t h a t in six months of the second year, t h e y 
advanced a year and a half in arithmetic. Te sts at the end of 
/ the ye ar found them to be s uperior to t h e control group in both 
reading and arithmetic. 
As has been p ointed out, the results of this investigation 
I do not show whether or not the teacher focused her attention 
I 
' sol el~ on the pupils without t he previous arithmetic experi ence, 
/ forcing the others to mar-k time until the groups were again 
1/ equal. 45 Th e tests given to the s e groups of c h ildren also can 
II not reveal the inne r thoughts of the ch ildren. 4,6 The outward 
/j results on paper may show that they have temporarily acqu ired 
~~ the same computational skills, but the t e sts can not reveal 
/ whether or not they have an equal understanding of the funda-
' I
/ mentals or permanent mastery of t he s k ills. Again the argument 
I for deferring arithmetic are b ased on arithmetic that h a s been 
~~ poorly taught. 47 Po~tponing the instruction doe s not improve 
1
,, 44 J. S . Taylor, nomitting .Arithme tic in the First Year", 
Educationa l Administration and Supervision, 2:87-93, 1916. 
il . - Jl 
I 45 Buckingham, ope· cit., p. 51. 1 
46 Dickey, op. cit., p. 5B4 . 





II the instruction. Lastly , deferring arithme tic . is considered 
I 
. I 
I negative, going against all the research relating to experience ~· 
I and interests. 48 
Children's Need and Use of Arithmetic 
' 
j That many children enter first grade alre ady in possession ! 
!1 of much number information is borne out b y much research. The I 
I 
very fact that such a large number of children .have these con-
cepts clearly indicates their use of number and their need for 
l
r number in their everyday life. 
1 In one investigation of 500 first grade children through 
I a personal interview, 49 it was found that 30% of the number ex-
1 
I 
li periences came f~om going to the store, 18% in ,games of count-
!! ing, 14% i n readlng the Roman numerals on clocks, and 13% in 
1[ r eading the Arabic numbers at the tops of pages. Other acti v- 1 
II ities involving the us e of number included: dividing food with ! 
'I I I 
11 playmates and pe ts, deposi t ing money in and drawing mone y from i 
I toy banks , playing store, measuring distance, using calendars, 
running errands, setting the tabl e , buying and s e lling tickets, 
' 
acting as newsboy , measuring in sewing, counting in rhymes and 
I 
I jingles, reading house numbers, investments, measuring in 
manual training, measuring h e ight, measuring obj e cts, reading 
numbers on book s, and reading numbers on ticke ts. The processe ~ 
necessary to perf'orm thes e !'unctions included 35% addition, I 
II 
48 Ibid., -p. 100. II 
49 N. B. Smith, 11 An Inve stigation of the Uses of Arithmetic 
1
1
1n the Out-of- School Life of First Grade Child~. en", Elementary j 












fr a ctions , reading Arabic numbers, measuring , comparison, read- : 
ing Roman nt~erals, multiply ing and dividing in that order of 
" 
II 
freque nc y . 
In another investig ation, 50 the arithmetic us e d in the 
I group of k indergarten through s e cond grade was divided as fol-
I 
I 
lows: 26.3% for school subjects, 17.7% for pets, 17.6% for 
obj e cts, 15.5% for time, 12.3% for money, 9 .8% for measurement 
and the r emainder in conne ction with dis t ance. Here the per-
c entag es of processe s used wa s hi gh e r for counting and consid-
... erably lower for addition and sub tr a ction. Counting was used 
52. ':3 /& of t h e time, r e ading and writing numbers 9 .9~, mensura- ~~~ 
r ~ tion 8.5%, adding 8 %, subtraction 6.5%, denominate numbers 4 .5%J 
common fr a ctions 4.3% and division, decimal fractions and 
miscellane ous tak ing the remainder. 
Tha t children think quan titative l y can be seen in expres-
sions such as, 11 I need a long thread bec ause I have a lot to 
sew". Activitie s such as setting the table and getting the 







obj e cts for one larg e are t ypic a l examp les where c h ildren are 
thinking and acting in quantitative t e rms. 51 MacLatchy found 
50 R. DeV. Willey , "Arithmetic Processes Needed b y 
Elementar y School Journal, 42:524-7, March, 1942. 
I Childret ;• 
51 B. A. Sueltz, "Arithmetic Readiness and Curriculum 




that children's experi ence came from family, asking que stions, 
in games and trips, in buying, selling and in making things. 52 
These investigations, together with two others for a 
hi gher grade leve1, 53 clearly indicate the fact that children 
do use numbers and some of the number skills in many situations 
before the y come to school. It is believed that any normal 
child who is taught the number names and is encouraged to count 
can and will ma.ster many simple number combinations and rela-
tions before they are six or seven years olct. 54 The predomi-
nance of counting , adding and sub t racting should be carefully 
noted. 
Numb~r_Abi.!_iti~s_of Childr~n-
Investigations of number abiliti e s of children before the 
have had any formal training have reve aled some very interest-
ing results. Woody, 55 in an investigation of 2,695 first grade 
/ children, · discovered that between 13-14% of the children could 
, I 
succ essfully perform problems of subtraction, addition, verbal 
problems, problems of liquid and linear measure and telling 
52 J. MacLatchy, "Counting and Addition", Educational 
Research Bureau, 11:100, February 17, 1932. ---· 
53 N. :Moseley, "out-of-School Arithmetic of Sixth Grade 
Children", Mathematics Teacher, 31:363-4, December, 1938. 
P. G. Noon, "'rhe Child's Use of Numbers", Journal of 
Educationa l Psychology, 10:462-7, November, 1919. 
54 J. H. MacLatchy, nNumber Ideas of Young Children 11 , 
Childhood Education, 7:59, October, 1930. 
55 C. Woody, "Knowledge of Arithmetic Possessed by Young 
Children", Bulletin of the School of Education, 6:64, Indiana 
University, April 17, 1930. 
I 
time. About hal f were able t o understand simple fractions. 
Over 60% could count to 100 by one's and ten's, knew numbers as 
groups, r e a d numbers, knew size of numbers and knew United 
States coi ns through the half dollar. Ne arly all, 9 3%, could 
p oint to and count 21 circles. 
Accor ding to the r e sults b y Brownell, six children in ten 
can name or identify numbers to ten whe n the se numbers are pre -
sented cor rectly. 56 All of the children counted by rote to 9 
and 52% r e ached 20. 57 Two-thirds of the ch ildren could repro-
duce all t he numbers to ten. 58 Nine out of t en could identify 
at l east five terms frequentl y used in arithmetic, while three-
quar t e rs of them could identify six or seven t erms when these 
t erms were used in specific que stions or pictures. The most 
difficult t erm was "fewest" with "smalle s t" the next hardest.59 
Nearly twice as man y children were more familiar with "more 11 
t h an nles s n. 60 Verbal problems were found to be at l e ast 
twice a s h ard as concrete problems. 61 Between 22~ and 40% of 
the ch ildr en could succe ssfully perform subtraction cornbina-
tions compared to a rang e of 33-54% for addition. 62 
5~6 Brownell, op. cit., p. 24. 
57 Ibid., p. 15. 
58 Ibid., p. 27. 
59 Ibid., p. 28. 
60 Ibid.' p. 33. 
61 Ibid., p. 38. 
62 Ibid., p. 43. 
63 In his summary, Brownell believes that children come 
to school with certain we ll-develope d skills and concepts whic 
include: 
(1) rote counting by one's 
(2) enumeration and identification through 20 
(3) crude comparisons with objects and abstract numbers 
(4) exact comparison or matching through 5 or 7 
(5) number combinations with objects to sums of 10 
and in v e rbal problems with realistic situations 
to sums of 6 or 7 
( 6 ) Fractions of half and quarter and p erhaps halves 
as used with small groups in even division 
(7) ordinals t hrough six th 
( 8 ) geometric fi gures of circle and square 
( 9 ) telling time to the hour 
(10) recognition of coins to dollar with some knowledge 
of the relative values. 
In another test of 1,356 first grade pupils, Buckingham 
discovered t hat one child in eight could count to 100 , 90% 
could count to 10, with the median 27 to 28. 64 Half of the 
63 Ibid., p. 58 
64 B. R. Buckingham, a nd J. MacLatchy, "'rhe Number Abili-
ties of Children When Th ey Enter Grade One 11 , Twenty-ninth Year-
book of the National Council f or t he ·study of Education. 
(Bloomington, Illinois: , Public School Publishing Co., 1930), 
p. 491. 
B. R . Buckingham, nHow Iv1uch Number Do Children Know?", 
Educational Re search Bulletin, 17: 282, April, 1928. 
children could count to 40 b y ten's, one-quarter could do 
nothing, ::J.nd the remaining quarter was able to reach 100.65 
The averag e number could count objects to 20 and 75% counted 
to 14.66 Nearly all could reproduce the numbers through rour, 
85~& could r e produce 5, 80~t could do 6 and 7, and three-quarters 
could reproduce the numbers 8 and 10.67 Half of the children 
knew the combinations given. 
In an investigation of 563 first grade pupils, Grant dis-
covered a substantial difference in the amount of skills shown 
between the dull, average and bri ght pupils. 68 In all the 
tests, except writing numbers and addition and subtraction com-
binations, 75~ of the bright children showed success. The othe r• 
exception was recognizing a triangle. The bri ght children 
n e arly had a perfect score on numbe r terms. About so;.& of the 
averag e children showed success. ~\mong the dull children 57% 
could count 4 objects and 19% reached 13 successfully. Over 
half could select squares having 3 and 8 dots. One in five 
selected 6. More than 20~ could identify the number 75. Just 
under 20fo could successfully perform simple addition and sub-
traction combinations. Half of the dull children r e cognized 
65 Ibid., p. 493, p. 282. 
66 Ibid., p. 494, p. 282. 
67 Ibid., p. 4~7. p. 282. 
68 A. Grant, 11An Analysis of the Number Knowledge or First 
Grade Pupils According to the Levels of Intelligence 11 , Journal 
of Experimental Education, 7:63-6, September, 1938. 
I 
!I t he circle and s qu are and n e arly three-quarter s of them com-
/' 
II prehended. s even number terms. Again, there is evidence of a 




nific~t to note that even dull childr en h ave had so much need i 
j, for, and contact with, number tha t a g ood man y of them have de-
velop e d t he ability to use number successfully. l 
I 69 In a test of p re-school children, :McLaughlin also found 
significant differences among c hildren according to a g e and 
int e lligence. A cert a in order o f number development was dis-
covered from apercep tion of simpl e spacial forms of aggreg ates 
toward ana l ysis, first b y count i n g s i ngle entities, later, b y 
r e cognition of small numb ers of 2 or 3 and counting on the 
othe r unities in the group nurnber ". 70 Lat er, small groups wer 
1 combine d b y coun ting b y double s or b y two's. Th e last st age 
:::b:::~gnizing and naming the aggr egat e s as a group o~ cardinir 
II Another investi gation of pup ils entering secon d grade 
I shows t h at pu pils h a ve a general idea of the terms 11manyn, I 
'I "more " and "most", know a little of' "1 e s s " and "1 east " , and are ii 
11 l a ck ing in the concept ion of 
11 s ame " and 11 equa l 11 • 71 Russ ell be-
l lieves tha t childr en understan d the terms t hat relate to 
I 
I 
69 K. McLaughlin, " Number Ability ot Pre- School 
Childhood Educat ion, 11:349 , Ma y , 1935. 
1: 




70 Ibid., p . 3 51. 
71 N. M. Hussell, ttArithmetic Concepts of Childrenn, 




diffe rences in quantity before t hey master any othe r concepts. 7 i 
Also, man y children in kindergarten can estimate number to ten 
wi t h only a small margin of error. 73 
Other t e sts r e vealed more inf ormation of t he ability of 
children t o understand fractions, 74 to count and combine num-
1 bers, 75 and on the processes nee ded by children to handle 
, I number situations. 76 Thes e also s h owed a wide use of numb e r 
and number skills. 
The results of all these investig ations show that children 
ent e r school having had a great deal of contact with concrete 
number and numb er situa tions arising from t h eir activities in 
daily life . However, it must be n oted that many children have 
v ery litt le abilit y to u s e numb er, tha t man y children arrived 
at their a nswers b y guessing , 77 and that the ability to read 
and write n tL.'Jlbers do e s not mean tha t the y have mastery over 
the se abilities or that they unders t and the meaning s of number 
and number rela tionships. They are sufficiently mature phy si-
72 Ibid~p. 656. 
73 Ibid., p. 6 59 . 
74 A. R . Polk inghorne, 11 Young Children and Fractionsn, 
Childhood Education, 11:354-8, Ma y , 1935. 
75 w. A. Wittich, 11A Number-Readiness Test", School 
Executive, 61:11-13, March, 1942 . 
I 76 R . DeV. Willey , "Arithmetic Processes Nee ded b y Elementar y School Journal, 42:524-7, March, 1942. 
II 
77 Brownell, op. cit., p. 43. 
Rus s ell, op. cit., p. 661. 
Dick ey, op. cit:; p. 59 4. 
Childre ll' 
I 
cally and mentally to interpret an e xperience and are able to 
discriminate si~e, quantity, and magnitude, which are the 
readines s g oals for the study of arithmetic. 78 
Conclusion 
Since most children are ready for numbers when they enter 
school, and since they i mprove rap idly under a s y stematic pro-
gram and enjoy the authentic experience, nearly all the educa-
tors cite d above believe that ari tmae tic should be taught in 
the first grade and should not be postponed. This does not 1 
mean that children must be thrown into abstract arithmetic im- I 
mediately . 79 It means that the basic understandings of arith- I 
metic should be presented, developing the number experience 1j 
that the children already pos se ss into a more meaningful back-
ground t hat will gradually lead to an understanding of the 
abstract proces s es. The basic concepts of counting, reproduc-
ing, matching, identifying , solvi n g verbal problems, one-torwne 
corresp ondence, and putting together and t aking apart groups o~ 
I objects must be understood if arithmetie is to be meaningful 
I 
II 
and can be taubht in the many concrete ma~ners with which chil-
dren are familiar. 80 This is true arithmetic and should pre-
cede any work wi t h abstractions. 81 Concrete manipulations 
78 Sueltz, op. cit., pp. 29 0-2. 
79 Woody, O£. cit., p. 317. 
II 
I' 80 B. R. Buckingham, 11When to Begin the Teaching of 
1 Arithmetic 11 , Childhood Education, 11:340, May, 1935. 
I 81 Ibid., p. 341. 
, 
I ' I 
are necessary to develop meanings. 82 The purpose of preceding 
work in abstractions by the development of concepts concretely 
in well stated by Buswell: 
If the abstractions in arithme tic are made to 
grow out of the concrete experiences of c h ildren and 
if the r e lationsh ips which they embody are developed 
so gradually that at every stag e the child fully 
understands what is done , arithmetic may still be 
abstract but perfectly clear ~~d meaningful when 
applied to soci a l situations. 
82 Buswell, op. cit., p. 197. 





Before the task of constructing an outline was begun, it 
was ne cessary to set up some criteria for the judgement of the 
content and order of development of arithmetic in Grades One 
and Two. The Minnesota course of study was chosen as a tenta-
tive guide, since it best stated in graded sequence the outcome 
to be expected in these grades. The outcomes are stated below: 
··Grade I 
Numbers: Counting--Reading--Writing 
Developing number concepts through planned 
functional activities. 
Organizing experiences in which children 
will need to count by l's through 100 
as needed. 
~ .Developing serial idea of the number system--
counting forward and backward. 
Identifying numbers to 100 and more. 
Writing numbers to 100 as needed. 
v Organizing experiences in which ordinals 
will be used. 
,· Providing experiences in separating and 
comparing groups. 
Recognizing groups of five objects or less 
without counting . 
Addition, Subtraction ' 
Developing understanding and meaning of 
addition and subtraction through 
concrete experienc.e. 
Organizing many experiences in separating 
groups and comparing groups. (Do not 
emphasize skill development.) 
Multiplication, Division 
Placing complete emphasis on meaning and 
understanding and not skill development. 
Using multiplication and division to interpret 
experiences in a meaningful way. 
, ..._ 
Grades I and II. 
Measurement 
Org anizing experiences for developing under-
standing ~d meaning of various k inds 
of measurments. 
Liquid--planned activities using one-half 
pint (cups), pints, quarts. 
Linear--planned experiences in construction 
work or activities as me asuring the 
h e i ght of children with yardsticks and 
rulers. 
Dry me asure--exp eriences with dozen and one -
half dozen. 
We i ght--Weighing boy s and girls; we i ghing 
thing s in a store , etc. 
Time-- Significance and unders t anding of even 
hours; times of various activitie s of the 
school day ; recognition of days on calendar. 
Common Fractions 
Or ganizing many ac t ivitie s in the simple 
measur ement concept of fractions as 
parts of whole s: 
one-half through a book 
using one-half shee t of paper 
one-half dozen app les 
one-half cup of milk 
one - h alf ap p le · 
Extending experi enc e s to include one -fourth 
Teach ing for meaning and understanding and 
not skill development. 
Decimals--Percent a ge and Related Topics 
·reaching recognition and practical applica-
tion or money 
Extending recogni t ion and pract ical ap pli-
cation of money 
Writing small amounts of money in conne ction 
with experiences. (Grade I I only ) 
Ge ometry , Al gebra 
Grade Two 
Develop ing r e cogni t ion of g eometric fi 6ure s 
and elements. 
Te aching the r e cogni ti on and reproduction 
of the g eome tric f orms as they appear 
in coins, milk bottle tops, windows, 
picture frames, and o t h e r obj e cts fam-
iliar to the c h ild. 
Numbers: Counting--Reading--Writing 
Continuing number concept d e v e lopment intro-
duced in level one . 
Reading and writing numbers above 1 00 as 
n e eded 
to 50· 5's to 100 · 
and lO's to 100 
Developing the concept of place value 
Using zero as place holder 
Extending recognizing groups of five 
objects or less without counting to 
recognizing the amount of larger 
groups (possibly 10 or less) by 
r ecognizing the smaller groups with-
in the groups • 
. ctddi tion, Subtraction 
Continuing with concrete experiences, as 
needed, separating into groups and 
comparing groups. 
Teaching addition and subtraction combin-
ations through six {possibly 10) for 
me aning and understanding rather t han 
mastery. 
Multiplication, Division 
Continuing using multiplication and division 
to interpret experience s in a meaningful 
way. 
Teaching counting by 2's, 5's, l O's con-
cre tely to de t ermine amounts 
Identifying1 small er groups within a larger group. 
Sinc e many schools requir e more familiarity with addi t ion 
and subtra ction, it was decided to include the first two out-
come s of the third grade program to f ulfill these requirements. 
The se are : 
teaching the 100 addition and sub t raction facts 
t e aching addition and subtraction of two-place 
numbers. 2 
The next task was to thor~ e ach aeries or 
paper-covered t extbooks for cont ent and t he order in which it 
1 A Guide fo r Instruction in Arithmetic, Curriculum Bul-
letin No. 3. ( St. Paul: Stat e of Minnesota Department oi' 
Educat i on, 1948), chart opposi te t he last page . 
2 Loc. cit. 
• >'~ 
~u 
, was presented. This information wa s recorded in outline form 
for each text-book. Since text-books vary in the above-men-
tioned r e spects, each outline was different. The basic sim-
ilariti e s and differences were noted. 
The construction of the fina l outline was then carri e d 
out. First, the outlines were compared and similar content wa 
s e lected. These results were then checked with the Minnesota 
course of study for acc eptability and comple teness. The dis-
similar content was evaluated in the same manner. Content 
material infre quently found in the textbooks and not included 
in the course of study was discarded. 
'rhe second step was to determine the frequenc y of prac-
tice with which the order of the r e sulting content was pre-
sented. These r e sults were also checked a gainst t h e Minnesota 
course of study. An y further decisions were l eft to the dis-
cret i on of the writer. From these results, the final outline 
was evolved. 
In order to assure graded d evelopment within certain 
top i c s, specific stages sugg e sted b J Brueckner for counting , 
addition and subtracti on were incorporated. The six st eps 
for count i n g are: 





















6. grouping. 3 
The sequence f or teaching addition is: 
1. Count concrete objects to find the sum. Use 
large objects a t first, such as chairs, 
books, and the like . Then use smaller 
objects, such as coins, beads, or buttons. 
2. Us e markers to represent the facts. Obj e c t ify 
it on an abacus or a counting-block. Study, 













Represent the f act by me ans of s emi-concrete 
symbols such as circle s, square s, or stars. 
Write the fact in the notation for addition. 
Us e the fact in ierbal problems and social 
applications. 
s e quence for teaching subtraction is: 
Th e fact s h ould repre sent an experienc e which 
the pupil is having . For example , he may 
have 3 jacks a nd g ive awa y 1 jack. By 
count ing , he finds that h e has two jacks 
le f t. 
Th e pupil then should show the fact with 
markers, or on an abacus, or with pictures, 
or with a counting-block. 
Th e fact t hen should b e r epr e sent e d by a 
statement ••• 
Next the fact should b e written below the 
above statement with semi-concrete symbols • 
'r hen t he f act should b e written below the t wo 
statements in the abstract notation of sub-
tra ction. Both horizont a l and v e r t ical 
forms should be taught. 
The pupil now s h ould apply the fact in verbal 
p roblems and social situations. 5 
. . 
I! 








The final task was to prepare suggestions for presenting 
the topics in the outline . These suggestions wer e intended 
3 L. s . Brueckner, and F . E . Gro s snickle, How •ro Make 
Arithmetic Mea.ningfu*. ( Philadelphia; The John c. Winston 
Compan y , 1 9 47), p. 170. 
4 Ibid., p. 191. 
5 Ibid., pp . 1 92-4. 
primarily for activities that could be carried on within the 
classroom to make number meaningful and not for paper-work. 
On examination of paper-covered textbooks, teacher's manuals 
and methods books revealed many ideas and were a source of 
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II CHAPTER III I 
il I 
1\ THE OU'.PLINE AND DEVELOPMENT OF TOPICS I 
I II 
I 'I 
il IN'r RODUCT ION TO THE OUTLINE ! 
ll A sequential outline of the topics to be taught in the fir J t 
ij and second grade is given below. The pag e references i'ollowing ll 
j every topic are to facilitate finding the pag es de aling with J 
I :\ 
1 
the proc e dures and activities for developing each topic in the j 
I foll owing section. i 
li II The p rogram for the first grade should include all the I 
]I topics through "Measur ing , Inche s, and Feet". The second grade I 
I I 
I I 
I program should begin with a r e vi ew of the first grade topics II 
li from "On e to Ten" and continue through the end of the outline. II 
I' !I It is suggested that i f a teacher finds that she is unable 
/i to cover all of t he mat erial for the first grade in one ye ar, 
II she should cover all of the topics with the exception of those 
I
I dealing with addition and subtra ction. Thes e can be cove r e d in ll 
 11 
'i order dur i ng the s e cond grade. Should the second grade t e acher 1 
!i i'ind that she i s unable to cover the entire program, she s h ould ll 
II t e ach all the top ics in order through "Families for . Twelve '' and I : ~~ then continue with t he r emaining top ics, e liminating only the jl 
I 
succ e eding addition and subtraction facts. By eliminating thes~ 
:I [1 
1 facts, it is possible for t h e t e acher to have suffici ent time 1/ 
I! to assure c areful d evelopment of all the me aning s wi t~hin the II 
.I 
30 
li remaining topics. It is more import ant to develop carefully 
\1 e ach topi e-...:t.ha~~...mp-1 e:t.ed-..he~~~>=============k===== 
I 
THE OU'rL I NE 
Grade I 
, Rote Counting to Three 
, Enumeration to Three 
fvie aning of One 
Enumeration 
Recognition of symbol and word 
(see p. 39) 
(see pp. 40-42) 
(see pp . 43-46) 
Matching symbol, wor d and object 
Identification 
Reproduction 
·.)1le aning to 'r wo 
Enumeration 
Re cognition of s ymbol and word 
(see pp . 47-50) 





Meaning of Three 
Same as Two 
First, Last, Middle 
One through Three 
Review 
(see pp . 51-53) 
(see pp. 54-56) 
(see pp . 57-58) 
(s e e pp . 59-64) 
Writing the numbers through three 
Lar ge, Small, Larger, Smaller, 































Meaning of Eight 
Same as four 
More, Most, Fewest, As Many 
Me aning of Nine 
Same as four 
Ordinals to Sixth 
Heavy, Light 
Meaning of Ten 
Same as four 
Longer, Shorter 
High, Low 
Beginning Review for Grade II 
One to Ten 
Revi ew 
United States Money 
Recognition through Dime 
Count to Twenty 
As ten and some more 
Reading and Writing Combinations 
to Two 
Reading and Writing Combinations 
to Three 
Count to Fifty 
Counting by 2's, 5's, lO's 
Calendar 
Subtraction .from Two 
I 
__ I 0'.3 
(see pp. 106-107) 
(see pp . 108-109 ) 
(see pp. 110-111) 
{see pp. 112-113) 
(see p. 114) 
(see pp . 115-117) , 
(see pp. 118-119) 
(see p. 120) 
(see pp. 121-125) 
(see pp. 126-128) 
(see pp. 129-133) 
(see pp . 134-137) 
(see pp. 138-140) 
(see pp. 141-145) 
(see pp. 146-147) 























How many are left? 
Subtraction from Three 
Telling •rime to the Hour 
Counting to One Hundred 
(/~elationship of Number§_) 
"----- --··-·. ·- -- . - - ····-- -
Addition to Four 
Subtraction from Four 
Meaning of Half 
Addition to Five 
Addition to Six 
Ordinals to Tenth 
Subtraction from Five 
Subtraction from Six 
Measuring--Inches and Feet 
End of Grade I 
Families for Seven 
Addition and Subtraction 
together 
Families for Eight 
United States Money 




Families for Nine 
J Adding Three Numbers 
11 
'I 
(see pp. 152-153) 
(see pp. 154-155) 
(see pp. 156-159) 
(see pp. 160-161) 
(see pp. 162-163) 
(see pp. 164-165) 
(see pp. 166-167) 
(see pp. 168-169) 
I 
(see pp. 170-171) I 
I 
lr (see pp. 172-173) 
{see pp. 174-176) 
(see pp. 177-180) 
{see pp. 181-183) 
(see pp. 184-185) 
(see pp. 186-192) 
(see pp. 193-194) 
(see pp. 195-196 ) 














Zero (see pp . 202-205) II 
I'  
I 
Families for :Ten (s e e pp . 206-207) 
Regrouping for Addition (see pp. 208-209) 
Families for Eleven (see pp. 210-211) I 
~ddition and Subtraction by Endings(see pp. 212-214 ) 
Subtraction--How Many More? 
Famil.ies for ~rwe lve 
Adding Two-digit Numbers 
Subtraction of 'rwo-digi t Numbers 
Dozen and Half-dozen 
Pound and Half pound 
Families for Thirtee n 
Roman Numbers through Twelve 
Fami lies for Fourtee n 
Telling Time 
Roman Numb ers 
Half Hours 
Quarter or One-Fourth 
Families for Fifteen 
(see pp. 215-216) -f------
1 (see pp. 217-218) I 
(see p. 219) 
(see p . 220) I 
(see pp. 221-282) ~~ 
(see pp. 2 23-224) 
(see pp. 225-226) 
(see pp. 227-229) I
I 
(see pp. 230-231) I 





(see pp. 234-235} 'I 
(see p. 236) J/ 
Subtraction--To find the othe r part(see p. 237) i!_. __ _ 
Famil i es for Sixteen 
Pints, Quarts 
United States Money 
Value to one-quarter 
Famili es for Ei ght Plus Nine 
Me asuring-- Feet and Yards 
___Eamilie s fgr NinELEJ.u.s.........N 
(see pp . 238-239) :i 
(see pp . 240-242) /
1 
(see pp. 243-244) J 
(see p. 245) 
(see p. 246) 
II INTRODUC'riON TO 'I'nE DE VELOPMEN'I' OF TOPIC S 
The f ollowing section deals with the orderly steps for 
presenting e v e r y top ic from the preceding outline. Each step 
is designed to bring out the meaning of the topic on an increas-
ingly mature level. Suggestions are given for the instruction 
o f each step. The sugge sted activiti e s are design e d to further 
enrich e ach topic and may be used at the discretion of the 
t e acher. 
Since some children may already have well developed skill 
in some topics, they should be given an inventory t e st before a I 
i1topic is t aken up. This will give the teacher an idea of which ,j 
I children c an be spending their time profitably on some thing else! 
The teacher ma y compose such a test by making questions from 
each step within a topic. For exmaple, to test their knowledge 
of three in the e arly grades, such a test may be constructed: 
1. Rote Counting 
"Count to three." 
2. Enumeration 
A. Count three objects 
"Quickly count the pictures on that wall." 
B. One to one relationship 
"Are there enough chairs at the table for the 
people to r ead?" 
3. Recognition of s ymbol and word 
"Point to the card that says the wor d 'twot. 
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I d entification 
A. Concre te level 
"Which pile has t hre e blocks? Two block s? One 
block'?" 
B. Sounds 
"Lis t en. How many times did I clap my hands ? 11 
c. Semi-concre te level 
"Which picture shows t hree dogs? 11 
Reproduction 
A. Concrete level 
"Bring me t hree blocks." I 
B. All but three I 
/I 
I 
'' Put all but three p encils on that d e sk. 11 
I 
Color all but one of the ~~ c. Semi-concrete "Draw thre e balloons. 
r e d. 11 
6. Grouping 
11 Put your blocks in a s many grouping s a s y ou can! 
i For example , one above and two b e low." 
I For equipment, each child should have a box with 
!I of objects inside. Buttons, checkers, peg s, block s, 
li of all colors and sh apes, stick s, she lls, cork discs :from insid 
I !bottle caps and many other such pla in, :flat objects should be 
!collected. The objects should not have interest in themselves 
'I and are more easily s een if they are rounded. However, a f'ter 
I, their e arlier experiences, the ch ildren s h ould have contact wit 
I 
·I· tiE ·~~., 
II ~~ objects of all shape s. 







children can make the abacus by stringing beads on a wire on a 
wooden frame. There should be two rows of' at least ten beads 
per row representing tens and ones. This will be used for 
deve loping the concepts of counting and adding. 
A felt board for demonstration purposes is inva luable. 
This should b e quit e large, at l e ast 2!' x 1', and can be made 
from plywo od covered with felt. Geometric figures cut from 
felt will adhere to the felt board . 11'he advantage of this 
device is the ease in which fi gur e s can b e manipulat e d to kee p 
1 scores in games and to show groupings, addition and subtractio~
combinations. 
A card-holder is of great use for lli~derstanding the rol e 
of ten in the numb er s ystem. To the bottom of a large , stiff' 
piece of paper should b e stap led two pocke ts labelled 11 tens" 
and 11 one s 11 • Pieces of stiff paper or sticks can be used as 
markers and are insert e d int o the pockets to represent the 




























Rote Counting to Three 
I Sugges ted Procedure: 
1. Ask to see if someone will volunteer to count to 
three. 
2. Let several pupils count to three individually. 
3. Have the children count to three in groups, noltie-
1 
ing any difficulty on any child's part. 'rhese 
children should then have more practice, such as 
h e lping the teacher in a game . 
II Sugge stions for activiti e s 
1. Game 
This game is played like 11 Simon Says" • Have 
the children stand up. They may only 
the command is prece ded by none, two, 
For example, "Nancy, one, two, three, 
sit down if 
three". I! 
sit down 11 . 1 
Other commands may b e included with the same i I 
stipulation. ! 
2. Poem 
I One little chickadee looking straight at you, 1 
Along came anothe r one and then there were two.
1 Two little chickadees sitting on a tree, r 
Along came anothe r one and then there were thre ~ 
3. Game 
Races can all start, "One, two, three , g o". 
'I I. 
Jl 
1 J. R. Clark, A. s . Otis, and C. H. Clark, My First Num - II 
ber Book. ( Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, jl 
1945), p. 80. ~ 
Enumerati on, One through Three 
I Counting to find how many 
Sugge sted Procedure 
A. Ask questions such as the following , 
up the designat e d objects and have a child 
come up to count. 
1. 11 How many p e ncils do I have in my hand ? 
(3) What was the last number you said? 
That number tells how many there are in! 
all. Th e r e were thre e pencil s in a11~2 1 
I 2. "How many shoe s do you have on your 
i'eet? " 
I 
3. rrHow many ribbons are in Susan's hair? 11 / 
4. "How man y shirts does Jimmy have on? 11 
5. "How many windows are in the room?" 
6. "How man y books do I have in my hand? 
(3} Now how many ? (2) And novl' ? ( 1 )11 
B. Discovering a g en eralization 
Hol d up 3 p encils and ask, nnoes i ~ make 
any difference which pencil I s t art count -
.ing with? Do I h a v e to count 1 , 2, 3'? 
Or may I say 1, 3, 2'n 
Proceed in this manner until the children 
understand tha t the order of counting 
2 R . L. Morton and M. Gran, Making s ure of Ari t hmetic, 













objects is not important, but saying the 
3 
numbers in order is necessary. 
II One to One Correspondence 
I Suggested Procedure I 
I 
I 
A. Concrete Objects I 





three books in your hand. Ask if 
are enough books in your hand for the I 
children. Call another child to give II 
a book to each child. Repeat this pro-
1
1 
cedure using different groups of 1, 2 
and 3 and different obj e cts, such as 
pencils, erasers, crayons, etc. 







Show 3 pencils and 2 erasers. Ask i ~ ~ 




Have a child put an eras-er with each 
I 
pencil and discover that there are not !' 
I 
I 
enough. Repeat, using different groupS' I 
to three and different objects. I 
'I I, 
il 
Comple t ing one for each 
Have three children come forward. 
Ask a fourth child to give the blocks 
3 R. L. Morton and M. Gray, Teachers Guide to Accompany 
Making Sure of Arithmetic, Grad e One. ( New ·York: Silver 








on the desk to the children. ( 2) Then 
ask him if each child got a block. Have 
I 
him get enough blocks so tha t each !I 
II 
child will have one. Repeat this si tu- 1! 
I
ll atioh, varying the groups and objects. 
:1 
4. Supplying objects for a group ii 
I Call two children to the front of the ! 
room. Ask another child to ge t enough J 
I scissors for these children. If he 
proceeds b y a one -to-one method, ask 
the class if there is a quicker way to 
do it. Have them count the children 
and then the scissors. Arrange other 






B. Semi-concrete objects 
4 Ibid., p. 16. 
1. Hold up a picture of 2 horses. Ask if 
there are enough horses for Johnny and 
Billy to ride. Other pictures, such as 
pets, playthings, and food can be used 
as in steps 1 and 2 above. 
2. Pictures c an be held up and children 
can draw wag ons for the ponies, birds 




.. . -- l 43 
I Enumeration 
Suggested procedure 
Have the children count one object, ] uch as 
pi e ce of chalk, one teacher, one fla ! , etc. 
II Recognition of s .f!D.bol and word 
Suggested procedure 
A. Symbol for one 
one 
1. The teacher will say , "I am going t o 
write one on the board for ou. r write 
1.) This means one. Have · ou ever 
s e en this nmnber before?" 




on a clock, on a calendar on a tele-1 
phone, in a candy counter stre et 
B. Word 
The 
to write one . This i s t he word one that wj 
read in books. n ( Write one. ) J 
III Matching symbol, word and object 
'I 
II Su ggested procedure 
A. From the bo ard II 
1. "Johnny , show me (write the symbol 1 
on the board) shoe . 11 
B. 
2 . "Mary, show 




Have two l a r g e 
bol for one on 
me (write the word one } jar/1 
I 
this manner writing either I 
I 
I 
or the word on the bo ard. 
cards prepared with the s ym-~~ 
one card and the word one oJ 
I' 
the other. Hold one card in one h a nd and 111 
lj 
objects in t h e other. i 
I 
1. 11 Jimmy, is this (show card) p encil ? 11 (l) j 
2. t!Barbara, is this (show card) piece of I 
chalk? 11 ( 2) 
Continue , al t ernating the cards and 




A. From pre pared groups of objects spread dif-
ferent objects around on a table in groups 
of one , two a n d three. "Tell me of which 
things there is just one. n5 
B. From the room, concrete objects. 
Have the children name things in the room 
of which there is just one, such as clock, '/. 
:I 
5 Ibi d ., p. 31. :1 
I 
calendar, waste baske t, flag , teache r, e tc. 
C. From sounds 
Have the children listen and indicat e whe n 
only one sound is made. 
1. r ap a b e ll 
2. Bounce a ball 
3. Clap h a nds 
4. Ring a trian g le 
5. Tap a pencil 
D. From feeling 
11How many times did I touch your hand? 11 
E. From semi-congrete objects 
Hold up pictures and have t he children 
point to one dog , one hat , one boy, and 
then find where there is just one object 
in each picture. 6 
V Reproduction 
Suggested procedure 
Spread objects on a t able. Have each child pick 
up one specific obj e ct, then one from each g roup 
VI Revi ew 
nNow let's see what we know about one. 
Can you count to one? 
Can you coun t and point t;o one at the same time? 







Can you show me where it says one? 





























B. "How is two different from one? 
How much bigger?" 
j! 
Is i t big- ~~~ 
I 
ger? 
c. Continue counting two objects. 
II Re cognition of symbol and word 
Suggested procedure 
Same a s for one. (see p. 43) 
III Matching symbol, word and obj e ct 
Sugge sted procedure 
Same as for one. (see pp. 43-44 ) 
IV Identification 
Suggested Procedure 
A. Pointing to concr ete objects 
1. "Johnny, point to the hand that shows 
two fingers. 
"May, point to the hand that shows 1 
finger. 11 




2. "Show me the pile of blocks that; has 2 I 
blocks, 1 block." 
Pointing to semi-concrete obj e cts 







to the 2 boys, 1 cat , e tc. 
C. Naming thing s that come by two's7 
"What things come by two's.?n 
eye s, hands, leg s, feet, twins, glasse s, 
g love s, mittens, socks, s t ocking s, boots, 
shoe s, rubbers 
D. Re cognition in f amiliar poems. 
V Reproduction 
"Have you ever hear•d two in a poem n 
Find the two's. 
1. 
2. 
Diddle, diddle dun1pling 
8 Hot c r oss buns 
Su ggested procedure 





"Nancy , here is a box of scissors. Wilt 
One pai~ 7 11 
I 
you please bring me two pairs? 
"Henry , h ere are some crayons. Would I 
you please br ing me 2 green one s and 1 
red one ?" 
Continue this using objects found aroun 
the room. 
B. :Manipulation of more than two objects i 
7 Ibid., p. 34. 
8 Ibid., p. 35. 
I 
"Here are 3 children. Tommy, will you come l 
up and send all but 2 back?" 
Continue with different groups and ob ject s 
leaving 2 or 1 beh~nd. 
C. Semi-concrete objects 
1. Making onl y two 
a. Draw two balls. 
b. Draw and color two balls. 
2. Making two from one 
a. You have one ball. Now make two 
balls. 
b. The dog has one bone. Draw enough 
so that he can have two. 
3. Making two from more than t wo 
a. Here are five apples. Color two 
of them red. 
b. Here are five cir cles. Cross out 
all but two of them. 
VI Grouping 
Suggested procedure 
A. "If I arrange these blocks this way, how 
many are there? u~Thich is more, one or two?" 
Var y the positions so that they understand 
that two is two no matter how it is arranged 







B. Pattern to be used henceforth: * 
VII Heview 
Suggested procedure 




Big and Li ttle 
I Demonstration 
Suggested procedure 
"Here are two balls. One ball is pig. One ball 
is little." I 
Proceed in this manner using pencils, cray ons, 
paper, and other objects until the children 
understand the concept. 
II Determining little and big 
Suggested procedure 
A. Pointing out big and little concrete objects 
nwhich is big and little? 11 
Hold up many objects. Let the children com-
pare them and hold up the big one and then 
the little one. 
B. Finding big and little objectsi 
1. 11 Put the big chair in the reading 
corner.n 
2. 11 Put the little book on the reading 
table . 11 
3. "Put the little picture on the desk. I 
4. 11 Find the little block for the door. n I 
11 Bring a little bowl and a big bowl for i 5. 
6. 
- --9 Ibid.; p. 23. 
the flowers." 
"Bring me something li i:; tle and 
Boston University 






C. Using the othe r senses 
D. 
1. Kinesthetic 
a. "Clos e y our e yes. Feel these two 
thing s. Vfuich one is big? V hich 
one is little ?u 
b. "Show me some thing big with y our 
hands. Show me something little 
with your hands." 
c. "Johnny, did I give you a bi g push 
or a li t tle push?" 
2 . He aring 
"What makes a big noise? What makes a 
little noise?" 
pin dropping 
door slamming II 
Semi-concrete concepts I 
li 1. Show pictures and ask questions. 
a. "What is the little boy wearing?" j 
b. "What is the 
c. "vVhat color 
2 . Draw pictures. 
II 
I 
big dog doing?u 
is the big cart?n 
a. 11 Draw a big tree and a little tree 1~ 
"Draw a little square and a big IJ b. 
square. 11 I 
c. "Color the big apple red. 
II 
I 
·-· - I 
II 
little apple green." 
E . Abstract concepts 
11 You are big. A baby is little. Can anyone 
tell me some more things that are big and 
little? 11 
elephant mouse 
train bic ycle 
daddy 's shoe my shoe 
big boat toy boat 





A. Count three objects 
Same as for one. (see p. 43) 
B. One-to-one relationship 
Have three children go to the reading table lf 
Th e re, there will be piles of three books, j 
papers, pencils, etc. Ask if there are 1: 
enough chairs, books, papers, etc . for 
child. 
II Reco gnition of symbol and word 
Suggested procedure 
A. Presenting word and symbol 
Same as for one. (see p. 43) 
B. 11 \IVhere do we use three? 1110 
3 o'clock 
3 wheels on a tricycle and airplane 
3¢ stamps 
III Matching s ymbol, word and object 
Suggested procedure 
Same as for one. (seep. 43) 
IV Identification 
Suggested procedure 












.. ' ... --! 
1. "Which pile has 3 block s? 2 blocks? 
1 block? 11 I 
I 
I 2. "Vv1 ich girl has 2 ribbons in h e r hair? r ~ 
3. 11Which t able has 3 books on i t? n 
B. Sounds 





2 . nListen and when I say 3, stand up.nll 
1, 3, 2 , 5, 7, 3, etc. 
3. Have t he children one at a time, make 
sounds up to t hree for the rest of the 
class to i dentify . 
c. Semi-concre te objects 
1. Show pictures. Point to the groups of 
three. 
V Reproduction 
Sugge sted procedure 
A. Manipulation of just three obj e cts 
1. "Jimrny, put three chairs in front o f 
my desk. n 
II 
2. "Norman, bring me thre e red books." 





















3. "Barbara, put 3 pencils on my desk. 11 
4. "Line up by three's. 1112 
B. Manipulation of more than three objects 
Such activities as nHere are five books. 
Dick, put back on the she lf all but three 
books." 
c. Semi-concret e obj e cts 















A. AI"range blocks to show as many grouping s for three
1
1 
as possible. Writ e r esul t s on the board in semi-
concre t e form. 
* *·~ *•;}oi~ ~l- .:~ " .,'} * ** 
" 
* 
" ~:· ~~ " -;,~ -~ .. · .. ,, 
·~ ~to ... ~~ 
" ** 
* 












B. "Do you know any storie s or poems that talk about ! 
three ? 1113 
Baa, Baa Black Sheep 
Three Bears 
The 'l'hree Pi6 s 
The Thre e Little Kittens 
Th e Three Billy Go a ts Gruff 
12 Ibid., P• 40. 
=============~~~~ 








"Here are three boys ready to go out for recess .I 
Johnny is first. Jimmy is last. Norman is in 
the middle." 
Point to the boys, exaggerating with the voice 
at the srune time. 
II Determining first, last, middle 
Su ggested procedure 
A. Concrete obj e cts 
1. n I have three pencils. I am g oing to 
put them in my drawer. Here is a red 
pencil. (Put it in the drawer). Did 
it g o in first or last? Here is the 
n ext pencil. 'Nhen did it g o in? And 
I 
this green pencil. VVhen did it g o in? "1 
2. nHere three books. vVhat color is 11 are ·I 
/i 
the mi ddle book? What color is the II 
first book? Vfuat color is the last 
book? 11 
3. 11 \Vhat are some things on the middle 
she.lf? 11 
4. "Teddy, stand by the first desk in 
row." 















B. Semi-concre t e objects 
Look at picture s and t e ll what t he middle 
girl is doing , the last boy has in his 
h ands, e tc. 
c. Abstracy ideas 
t1Wh e n d o we use f irst, middle an d last? 11 
I wa s bor n fi r st. 
I was t h e first one to school. 
We are in t he first grade. 
Ye sterday I went on a bus for the first 
time. 
I at e the last cookie. 
I'm going t o serve h im last. 
Th e last one in line is a monke y. 
I live in the middle house. 
My ball rolle d into the middle of the 
street. 




















One through Three 
I Matching word, symbol and object il 
II Suggested procedure 
I A. 
B. 
Matching symbol and word with markers. Pro- I! 
d 
Hold up a bigl! 
1-3, printed !1 
vide each child with markers. 
card with the symbol or word, 
on it. Have the children put the proper 
number of obj ect:s on a piece of paper. Havej 
the children take turns coming to the board I 
to draw the correct answer. 
Building a chart 
Provide each child with a large sheet of 
paper ruled into four columns. Each child 
should be provided with slips of paper with 
the symbols and words 1-3 written on them, 
one r e d circle, 2 blue circles, 3 gree n 
circles and 6 pictures. 
symbols may be used. 
Other semi-concrete li 
I 
nwe are going to make a number chart. The 
II 
first number we met was one . So, across the 
top of this first row, we're going to tell 
the story about one . Pick up your slip of 
paper that shows the number 1. ( Demonstrate 
on the board.} Paste it here. {Demonstrate. ~) 
Now pick up the paper that say s the word one 








. _'j ·tiO 
1: 
your red circle and paste it in the n ext 
column. In the last space past e one little 
picture.n Continue in this way for two and 
three. 'rhe chart s h ould look like this. 




3 three 3 pictures 






Have 3 cards for e ach number with different 11 
I 
A. 
At first patterns of dots on each card. I I 
let the children count the dots. Then work 1j 
for quick r e cognition. The cards should be 
put on the walls for reference. 14 
B. Number e ach row of seats one through three. 
Give each ch ild a ticket with 1-3 in either 
word, s ymbol or object. Each child should 
find a seat in the corr ect row. 
Reproduction 
Sugg ested procedure 














III Writing Numbers to Three I 
Su g gested procedure 11 
II 
14 G. ·r . Buswell, W. A. Br ownell and L. John, Teacher's !, 
Manual f or the Beginner's Course of Living Ari tbme tic. (Boston: 'I 






















Provide e ach child with a rule d piece o.f paper l. 
I' Across the top o.f t he .first row should be written 
the number to be studied. The second row ahounJI 
be prepared for tracing . The next row should 
have only the star t o indicate where to begin. 
The next rows should be blank. 
11We are going to write the numb er one . vve 









straight. Let's write one in the air. Now take
1
1 
your finger and put it at the top of the one on ~~ 
your page. Bring your finger ri ght down the onei. 
And again, all acres s the page. Take your pen- ' 
cils and finish t he one's in the next row. 
Start at t he top . Now make your own one 's. Be-' 
gin at the star. The rest of the spaces are 
you to practice in." 
The srune for 2 and 3. Emphasize the b egin-
ning points. 
* r 
For two, "'r he t wo starts like t his J and 
goes down to the line , curls over and comes 




' • \ 
··· ·r 
II 
For three , 11 the three starts up here an d b e-
gins like the two. Bu t i t cur ves in here and 
curves out and down a g a i n t o t h e line . rr 
IV Identification 
Suggest e d p rocedure 
A. By writing the s yrrillol 
11Write on your p aper the number of p e ncils 
I have in my h and. 11 
Continue in this manner. 
B. By the use of the senses. 
1. "How many times did I rine; the bell? 11 
2. 11 How many t ime s did I bounce t he ball? 111 
Same for 







The answers can b e g i ven orally or 
·I I 
r eport e d ! 
I 
with p egs. 
Su gge sted g ames. 
A. Pony 
One child is sele cted ringmaster. r he 
other c hildr e n are ponies and are numbered 
1-3. The y form a ring around the ringmas-
t er. The ringmast e r calls a number. The 
pony steps forward and taps his foot or 
nods his head the proper numbe r o f time s. 
-·'2 u 
B. 
If the response is correct, the pony trots 11 
around the circle and goes to his seat. I l l 
the response is wrong, h e must g o ri ght to 1 
his seat •15 




Distribute 1, 2, or 3 pegs to e ach child. ~ 
The teacher calls out, 11 V'Vha has 2? 11 All 
the children with the number stand, hold 
up pegs and count them aloud. 16 
V Comparison 
Su gge sted Procedure 
A. Provide each child with markers. "Jeannie 
B. 
had a cookie. Here it is. (Show a block.) 
Her mother gave her one more. Mary, come 
up and put enough blocks on this pie ce of 
' paper so that there will be one mpre in your ! 




Continue in this way at the front of the 
room and then at their own desks. 
"Here are ! 
3 boys, (HOld up 3 blocks.) and 2 ice-creaml 
cones. (Hold up 2 blocks.) Wbo will come up / 
and take some blocks awaJ from this group sor 
Provide each child with markers. 
15 Ibid., p. 25 • 11 
16 Ibid. • 25. 
I 
.I 
that there will be one ice -cream cone for 
each boy1: 










































Large, larger, Largest 
II 
11 
Small, Sma ller, Smallest 
:I 
!i I Demons t ration 















B. 11What is another word for large ? Small ?" 1! ,, 
c. n'rhi s is a large book. This i s a small II 1~ 
book . II 
I I Conc r et e ob j e cts, choice f r om 2 ,I 
Su gge sted p r oc edure I 
"Which 
II 
A. p encil is l ar ger? So which is smaller!? 11 
B. "Which boy is l arger? Small er?" 
c. "vVhich desk is larger ? Small er?" 
I I I Semi-Concret e ob j ects 
Sugge sted procedure 
"Here is a picture of a b all. (Draw on the 
blackboard.) Jane , come up and draw a larger 
b a ll. And a smaller b a ll.n 
Continue using other objects. 
IV Abstract objects, choice from 2 
Su ggested procedur e 
A. ~nich is larger? 
1. a h ors e or a bird? 
2. a stool or a chair? 
3. a bee or an ant? 





1. an apple or a pumpkin? 
2. a pony or a dog? 
V Concrete objects, choice from 3 
Suggested procedure 
.: .. r 
jl 
A. "Which of these books is larg est? Smallest? 
Is the red one smaller than the blue one? 
Is the green one larger than the blue one·? 11 
B. "Which of these pencils is the smallest? 
Larg est? Is the blue one as large as the 
red one? Is the blue one as small as the 
yellow pencil? Vfuich pencil is larger than 
the blue pencil? Vfuich pencil is smaller 
than the blue one? 
VI Abstract choice from 3 
Suggested procedure 




Bear, 11 a goldfish, a sailfish, a whale, Mama 
Papa Bear, Baby Bear · 
VII Size of groups17 
Suggested procedure 
A. "Which group of blocks is the largest? 
Smallest? 11 
B. i'How much larg er? Smaller? n Determine by 
a one-to-one relationship. 
17 Ibid., pp. 29-30 
I 
c. 11Vfuich group of children is t he large:Bt? 
Smallest? How much?" 
D. 11 Here is a group of children. Can you make 
the group larger? Smaller?" 
E . "Here are some p encils and some children. 
Are there enough pencils for the children? 
1JVhich group is larger?u 
VIII Semi-concrete activities 
Suggested procedure 
A. 11Draw a ball. Draw a larg er ball under it. 
Draw a smaller ball above it. Put an X on 
the largest ball. Color the smallest ball 
red." 
B. Same with line s, eggs, stickmen, boxes, 
trees, etc. 18 





















Rote Counting to Six :j 
,/ 
p. 
Sugge sted procedure 
A. As k children for a volunteer to count to six. II 
,, 
B. Have several children count to six individually. IJ 
c. Divide the children into groups and have each I 
group count to six. Notice any difficulti e s. 





Say the poem, letting the children supply the 
rhyming word. Then act out the poem. 
One little chickadee looking straight at you, 
Along came another one and then there were two. 
Two little chickadees sitting on a tree, 
Along c~1e another and t hen there were three. 
Three little chickadees p e eping throu gh a door, 
Along came another and t hen there were four. 
Four little chickadees sitting on a hive, 
Along came another one and the n there were five. 
Five little chickade es picking up stick s, 19 Along came another one and then there were six. 












. -., ---j 
Enumer 8_tion to Six T 
I Counting to find how many 
Suggested procedure 
Ask questions such as the following: 
How many windows are there in the room? 
How many rows of desks are there? 
How many boys (girls) in the first row? 
in the middle row'? 
in the last row? 
Count the empty s e ats. How many people 
are absent? 












A. Manipulation of r e al objects 
"Here are some children. ( 6) And here I 
are some books. (6) Jimmy, come up and I 
1. 
show me if there are enough books for 
all the children." 
2. "Susan and Mary need erasers. Here is 
an eraser. Will there be enough for 
Susan and Mary to each have one? Show 
me why not ." 
3. "Six boys nee d to play a game. Are 
there enough balls here to play with? 
(3) Show me why not . Can anyone get 




















"There are 5 rabbits on a farm. Put 
down 5 markers to show that you have 5 1\ 
I, 
rabbits. The farmer brous ht 5 c arrots 
for the rabbits. 'l'ake 5 different 
markers for the carrots and put them 
under t he other markers like this. 
(Demonstrate on the felt board.) Are 
there enough carrots for the rabbits? 







11 1l'here are 4 mice and 3 pi e ces of che e s~ . 
Is there enough cheese for each mouse? I 
How c an we make enough?" II 
3. "Here are 5 horses and 6 apples. What 
can we do so there will be just enough 
apples for each horse?" 
Suggested activity 
Game of Basketba1120 
Set up a wastebasket. Let each child throw 
six bean bags into the wastebasket. He counts 
his score by counting the number of bean bags I 
in the wastebasket. The others keep score by I 
putting down a marker on the desk for each bag 
II that goes into the wastebasket. 


















A. Draw a ladder on the board. Put a star 
the top and a ball at the bottom. Then 
pointing to the top and bottom: 
1. "What is at the top of the ladder?" 
2. 11\llJhat is at the bottom of the ladder? 11 
• I 
B. Draw some stair s. Put a girl at the top and! 
I 
a boy at the bottom. I 
1. "Who is a t the t op of the stairs?n 
2. "Who is a t the bottom?" 
II Determining Top and Bottom 
A. Naming top and bottom 
1. What is on the top shelf? 
2. What is on the bottom shelf? 
3. What are s ome thing s on the top o f my 
desk? 
4. Is the box of straws on the top shelf? I 
I 
B. Manipulating objects to show top and bottom IJ 
1. nshow me the top and bot.tom of j: 
a. the blackboard 
b. the se pictures 
c. this p a g e 
d. my book 1121 












. II i/2 
... - I 
I 
2 . rt r.rake 2 books. Put the big book on thJ I 
3. 
bottom. Put the little book on the top}' 
"Take some paper. Put the red pi e ce I 
I 
I 
on the bottom and the green piece on 
the top." 
c. Semi-concrete ob j e cts 





a. 11 Is t h e kite at the top or bottom !! 
of t h e picture?" 






Draw a p icture of a boat. Pu t a flag i 
i 
2. 
on the top of the boat. Draw waves 
at the bottom of the picture. 
III "When do we use top an d bot t om?" 






Roots are at 1 
I 
Apples are at the t op of a tree . 
the bottom. 
A ch imne y is on the top of the hous e . 
We have hair on t he top of our heads. 













II -1 '/3 ========~;!=Fo~=r==================================================~~~ ======= 
1 'I 
! I Enumeration 1 
~~~~. Suggested procedure 
I A. Counting to find how many 
1. "Count the pencils in my hand." ( 4) I 
Nancy' s1 
I 
2. ncount the shoes on Bobby's and 
feet." 
3. "Count your hands and feet." 
4. "Hide your thumbs. Now h_ow many fin-
gers do you have on this hand? And on 
that hand? 11 
5. ncount the legs on your chair. On the 
table~ " 
B. One to one relationship 
1. Concrete material 
a. ttHere are 4 girls and some pen-
cils. (4) Are there enough pen-
cils f or the girls?" 
b. "Here are 4 girls and some balls. 
(3) Are there enough balls for 
the girls? 11 
2. Semi-concrete material 
a. Show pictures to see if there are 
enough pets for the children, 
enough bones for the pupp ies, 















b. "Draw a picture of 4 boys . Draw 
enough horns s o that each boy may 
have one." 
II Re cognition of symbol and word 
Suggested procedure 
A. Symbol for four 
1. Same as for one. (see p. 43) 
2 ';:Vh d f ?22 • 1 en o we use our. 
a. a car has four wheels 
b. a picture has four corners, 
c. animals have four l egs . 
B. Word for four 
srune as for one (~ee p. 43) 
III Matching s .~'mbol word and object 
Suggested activities 
A. Game for the whole class 
The teacher prepares cards with the num- I 
ber and name one-four written on each. Eac~, 
child is given a "name", either t he number 11 
or the word from one t o four. 'rhe t e acher 1! 
flashes a card. The childr en with that 
nname 11 come up and hop, clap or perform some 
other activit y demonstrating the number. 
B. Game to b e played in small groups 






.. . - •. l 
I 
I 
This game is like "Fish 11 • Cards are pre.l 
I 
pare d with the symbol, word and group of ' 
dots for one through four printed on them. 
I 
The re- I 
maining cards are p laced f ace down in a \ 
Each child is dealt three cards. 
pile. The first child asks, "Ma y I have 
IJ 
The other ~~ 
child must give it up if he has it. If not 1 
your numb er (name or group) 3? 11 
the first child draws from the fish pile. I 
·rhis continue s until all the cards are 
drawn and books are made. A book consists 
of three cards making the number family. 
I The child with the most numbe r of books win~. 
IV Writing four 1 
Suggested procedure 
A. General procedure is the same as for one. 
{see p. 61) 
B. Specific dir e ctions 
11 The four has two parts. Start her e and go j 
straight down, turn, and g o straight across l 
Then, start up here and g o straight down to 
the bottom line , just touching the other 
















"Are these four?" 
Hold up four fingers, five buttons, four peg s, 
thre e crayons, four scissors, etc. 
Suggested g ame 
Nurri!:>~.r Party Several children sit in a corner. 
The children have number name s to four. One 
child at a time c omes to the clas s and says, 
"Ma y I come to y our party?" He then taps out 
his number. The othe r children say, " Ye s, num-
ber four (or whatever the number was), you may 
come in." The g ame precedes in this manner. 23 
VI Reproduction 
Sugge sted ·procedure 









B. Make noises such as tapping a bell, and have ! 








11 How many corners are there? 
How many groups are ther e? 
How many people are in each group?" 
23 G. T. Buswell, W. A. Brownell, and L. John, op. cit., 
p. 23. 
II 
'j6 tl ' 
D. "Put three buttons on your desk. Lay four 
sticks under your buttons on t he n ext row. 
Now put two seeds in the n ext row. In the 
last row, put one peg.n24 
Have a child come up t o draw on the board 
each row a s it should look. 
VII Gomparison and grouping 
Suggested p rocedur e 
A. Comparison 
1. "Joe, bring up four chairs. Now bring 
enough bo ys to sit on the chairs. 




2. "Leave the chair s there. Molly , bring 
two children. How many mor e children 
do you need t o fill up the chairs? 11 1 
Start with one and three children, also l 
3. "Leave the chairs there. Sally, bring 
up seven children. What must y ou do 
to still have four chairs and yet have 
a child for each chair?" Use six and 
five childr en in the same manner 
Grouping 
1. "'rake your box of markers a nd show me 
24 Ibid., p. 26. 


















Have the children show on the felt 
board the different arrangements that 
they made and say, for example," One 
and three are foun." 






1. Draw a circle on the board. 
11 This is a circle. It is round." 
2. Show the p icture of a circle 
11This is a circle. It is round." 
B. Identifying Circles 
1. Hold up a ball, a ring , etc. 
"Is this a circle? Is it round?" 
2. Hold up a penny and a book. 
11Which one of these is round?" 
3. 11 Can you show me some thing round?" 
clock face 
4. "Bring me something round." 
5. "What are some more thing s that we know 
are round?" 




1. Draw a square on the bo ard. 
11 Notice how straight the edges are. 








2. Show a picture of a square. 
"Is this a square ? .ies, this is a 
square. tt 
B. Identifying Squares 




How do you know its square? 11 
2. Hold up a block and a penny. "Which I 
one is square?" 
3. ''Can you show me some thing square?" 
4. "Bring me something square.n 
5. 11 V'fuat are some more things that are 
square?" 
cookie tins, top of some tables, boxes, 
baskets we make. 




1. "My hands are up." (Demonstrate.) 
"My hands ~re down." 
2. 11 I am stan ding up." (Demonstrate.) 
"I am sitting down." 
B. Semi-concrete 
Show a picture 
"This boy is up on the mountain." 
11This boy is down at the bottom of the 
mountain. 11 
II Determining big and little 
Suggested activity 
Simon Says Have the children stand by their 
desks. They may obe y the commands if they are 
preceded by "Simon says 11 • Give commands such as .· 
Simon says put your hands up. 
Simon says put you head down. 
Simon says pick your foot up. 
Some children make very good leaders. 
Suggested procedure 









1. Show picture of: 25 
a. kites--some fl ying, some on the 
ground 
b. airplanes 
c. children on see-saws 
d. children swinging 
Have them identify things that are u p 
and down. 
2. "Draw a pictur•e showing up and down. n 
B. Use of up and down 
1. "When do we use up and down? 11 
a. Going up and down a ladder 
b. Going up and down stairs. 
2. no an you h e ar me say up or dovm in 
these poems?" 
a. Jack and Jill 
b. Hickory, dickory dock. 26 
25 R. L. Morton, and M. Gray, Making Sure of Arithmetic, 
Grade I. ( New York: Silver Burdett Company, 1949), p. 19. 

















A. Counting to find how many 
B. 
1. "How many fingers do you have? 11 
2. "How many toe s do you have?" 
3. "How many points a r e on a star?" 27 
I 
II 
4. "How many days do we g o to schhol in a ~~ 
II week?" 
II 
One to one r e lationship I 
Have five children go to t he game table. ! 
Have other children see if there are enough l 
toys, puzzles, games, e tc. for each child. 2 i 
Suggestions for an activity 
11Hold up your hand and point to a finger as we 
tell this story: 
This little piggy went to market. 
r.rhi S little piggy stay-ed home. 
This little piggy had roast beef. 
This little piggy had none. 
This li t tle piggy erie~~ "wee, wee, wee, II 
all the way home. 
How many finger s did we use?" 
Re cognition of word and symbol I 
I~ Suggested procedure 
Ibid., P• 50. !I 
Loc. oit. 
Ibid., p. 14. 
II 
II 
Same as for one. (se e p. 43) 
III Matching Symbol, Word and Object 
Su gg e sted procedure 
Hold up from one to five objects. On the board 
have a litt of number names and symbols in ran-
dom order to five. Have a child come up and 
point to the correct numbe r and symbol. 
IV Writing F'ive 
Suggested procedure 
A. ·rhe general procedure is the same as for 
one. (see p. 61 ) 
B. Specific directions 
* ~s 
11Start at the star a n d go straight down for 
a little way . Then make a big loop way dow 




"Tifuich hand has five pencils in it? 11 
11Which wall has five pictures on it?u 
"Which shelf h a s five books on it? 11 
B. By sounds 
II 





























the number of times I clap them. 11 
Suggestion for an activity 
ll 
I 
Game of I See Each child has a chance to name 
five objects that he sees. "I see 1'1 ve pencils [, 
3o 111 on lViary' s desk. 11 
VI Reproduction I 
Suggested procedure 1' 
.I 
A. Concrete objects li 
1. 11 Pu·c five books on your desk. 11 I 
2. nBring me five scissors. n 
B. Representation of sound 
1. "Write a little dot (demonstrate) for 
every time I clap my hands. 11 
Suggestion for an activit y 
Game of Bounce the Ba1131 One child bounces the 
ball one to five times and calls on another-
I 
child. That child indicates the right answer 
by tapping his or her feet the correct number 
times. If the anawer if correct, that child 
bounces the ball next. 
VIII Comparison and Grouping 
Suggested procedure 
A. Comparison 











I 31 II p. 26. 






1. " Here are 4 pencils and 5 pencils. 
\l'fuat must I do to mak e them bo t h say 5't 
Show me. 11 Do the same with 1, 2 , and 
3 to mak e 5. 
2 . "Here are 3 books. I want t o give one 
to Bobby, Jane, Alice, Susan and Tom-
my . Do I have enough? Show me. Vlhat 
must I do?" 
B. Grouping 
1. Using the .fel t board or s ymbols on the 
blackboard, ask i.f thes e arrang eme nts 
all mean five, explaining their answers 
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One through Five 
I Reproduction 
Suggested procedure 
A. Fill in the number charts to 5. 
B. Prepare cards with the number names one 
through five written on them. Show the cards 
and have the c h ildren write the correct sym-
bol and number of dots. 
II Series 
Suggested procedQ~e 
A. 11 Here are the numbers just as we say them. 
(Write 1,2,3,4,5) Le t 's see how each num-
ber gets pigger. Here is one block. I put 
down another one and I have two. One, t wo. 
I put down another one. One, two, three." 
Continue in this manner to five. 
"Each time I put down a block, the number 
gets one bigger or smaller? Show me what 
happ ens whe n I take away one block at a 
time." 
Have them relat e the numbers said orally to 
the order on the board. 
B. "Count to five starting at 2". 
Have them also start at 3 and 4. 
e. "What number do we say just befor e 2? One. 
One , two. What number do we sa;T just before 
·'' 
3? 4? 5? 2? 4? 3? 5?" 
D. ~~at number comes after 1? 2? 3? 4? 5? 2? 
4? 3? 5? 11 
E . 11 I 1m going to cover up a nurnber. (Cover 2.) 
Wnat nurnb,er comes between 1 and 3? 
between 2 and 4? 
between 3 and 5? 11 
F. "I will erase s ome numbers. •rell me what 
numbers are missing? Vl/here should they go?' 
Erase 2 and 4, 1 and 4, 2 and 5, 1 and 
3, 2 and 3 and 4. 
Suggestions for an activity 
Game of Where do you go32 The teacher has cards 
with the numbers up to five. The children are 
divided into groups of five rabbits, kittens, 
do gs, etc. Each group is shown a certain part 
of the room where they are to go. Each child is 
given a card so that there will be the cards one 
through five in each group. vVhen the signal is 
given, all the children go to their designated 
areas and line u p in serial order. The first 
group to arrange itself correctly wins. One 
child can arrange the five children in order. 
III Matching 
Suggestions for activities 
A. Game 
Cut out pictures with objects in groups 
of one to five. Each child is provided 
with a card with a symbol from one to five 
Hold up a picture. The children with the 
corresponding card come forward, say their 
number and count the objects. 
B. Game 
Each child is given a card between one and 
five. They find all the other children 
with the same card. ·rhen the group demon-




A. Put a pi e ce of paper on the floor and walk 
over it. 
"I walked over the paper. 11 
B. Hold up two books. 
"The green book is under the red book." 
II Followins directions using under and over 
Suggested procedure 
A. Actions 
1. "Put you feet under your 
2. "Put your feet under your 
3. 11 Put your hands over your 
4. "Put y ou!" hands over your 









"Draw a picture of a fence with birds fly-
ing over the fence and a rabbit crawling 
under the fence. 
1. Are t he birds over the .fence? 
2. Is the fence over the rabbit? 
3. Is the rabbit under the birds? . 
4. Is the rabbit under the .fence? 
i:O 
III ·using over and under to ask and answer questions 
11Would you step over or under a puddle of water?" 
11 How did Peter Rabbit get into IV1r. McGreggor 's gar-
den? 11 
"How many things can you think of that fly over 
trees?" 
airplanes, birds, kit es , bees, ducks, etc. 
11 How many animals dig holes under the ground?" 
frogs, beavers, prairie dogs, woodchucks, etc. 
11 How do we weave?" 
11 How do we keep a fro g f'rom jumping out of an 
aquarium?" 
IV Songs and Poems 
"Do you h ear over and under in any of these poems or 
songs?" 
Jack, be Ni:.mble 
Hey, diddle, diddl e 
Little Boy Blue 
Larger, Smaller Number 
I Demonstration 
Suggested procedure 
Draw a circle on t he board. Under it, draw two 
circles. Which group is larger? How many are 
in each group. (Writ e 1 and 2 next to the 
circles.) So 2 is l a r ger than 1 and 1 is smal-
ler than 2. 
Draw three circles. Compare the 2 to the one 
and the two as above. 
Draw four circles and compare them to the 3, 2, 
and 1 in the s arne way. 
By this time t he children should be able to see 
that the hi gher the number goes in the series, 
the larger it gets and all the previous numbers 
are sma ller. 
Proceed as above, wi th five. 
II Identifying larger and smaller numbers. 
Suggested activity 
Game of More or Less33 Prepare a package of 
cards with t h e S j~bols one to five. Two chil-
dren divide the package. Then turn over the 
cards, one card at a time. 'l'he child with the 
largest number wins the two cards. The child 
with the most cards at the end wins. 




















Sugge sted procedure 
A. Count to find how many. 
Same as for the other numbers. 
B. One to one r e lationship 
S ame as for other numbers . 
II Recognition of s .ymbol and word 
Suggested procedure 
Same as for one. (see p. 43) 
III Matching symbol, word and object 
Suggested activity 
Game of Meet the Number Family34 Divide the 
children into 3 groups. Give each child of the 
first group a c ard with the S}~bol from l-6 on 
it. Give the second group of children a card 
with the names one to six on it. Give the 
third pe.gs totalling one to six. Someone calls, 
11 I want to mee t the six family". These step 
forward and show their cards. The ones with 
pegs count the p egs . 
IV Writing Six 
Suggested procedure 
A. The general procedure is the same as for 
II 34 G. T. Buswell, W. A. Brownell, and L. John, op. cit., 
















one. {see p. 61) 
B. Specific directions 
11Start at the star, come down to the line, 
make a big loop and come back to the line. 
V Identification 
Suggested procedure 
Same as for five. {see pp. 84-85). 
VI Reproduction 
Suggested procedure 
A. Concrete objects 
1. Bring 6 obj e cts to the desk. 
2. Set the reading table for lunch. 35 Put 
six children at the table. Let one 
child bring e nough chairs, another put 
the ri ght number of cookies at each 
p lace, another child put out the nap-
kin§, another put out the milk, and 
still another child put out the straws. 
B. Semi-concrete objects 
"Draw six fishing p oles. Put six fish at 
the end of each line. 
35 R . L. Norton, and M. Gray, op. cit., p. 14. 
VII 
Suggestions for an activit y 
Game of ~~o is It36 One child comes forward 
and covers hi s eyes. The leader calls another 
child who taps a number on the board. Meanwhil 
all the other children represent the number wit 
pegs on their desks. If the first child say s 
the ri ght number, he may choo se the next person 
to be it. 
Comparison and Grouping 
A. Comparison 
Suggested procedur e 
Same as for five. (see pp. 85-86) 
B. Grouping 
Sugge sted procedure 
1. Same as for t he other numbers. These 
are more unusual arrangements. 
* 
*~( 
* ., ~i- ~~.:,r. 
* * 
... ~ 
~~ •* ~~ *~;. ~~ .,: .. 
2. Final pattern: ->H.'· 
36 G. T. Buswell, W. A. Brownell, L. John, op. cit., p. 2 • 
Ordinals to Third 
I Demonstration 
Suggested procedure 
Have three children come forward and stand in a 
line. 
''Each p e rson is going to have a name. You are 
called 'first'. Does anyone know what Dick 
will be called? Second. And Georg e will be 
called third, becaus e he is the last person 
in line. On e , t wo, three. First,second, 
third." 
Let the r e st of t he children give a direction 
such as, 11 'l'hird, put your han d on your head. 11 
"First, take two s t eps forward. 11 
II Following directions using ordinals 
Suggested procedure 
"Touch your third but ·con on your shirt or dress. 1 
"George, g o to the first row and say 1hello 1 to 
the second child. n 
"Phyllis, take t h e third book out of this shelf 
and make it be t h e first. 11 
III Use of ordinals 
Suggested p rocedure 
"vVhen do we us e firs t , second , third? 
I am the third child. 
I live in t h e fi r st house on my street. 
.... . .(. '\7 v . 
We're in the first grade. 
My room is on the second floor. 
I'm sitting in the second row. 
I'm the third person in line. 
Rote Counting to Ten 
Suggested procedure 
1. Ask to see who will count to ten. 
2. Let individuals count to ten. 
3. Let groups count to ten. 
Suggestions for activiti e s 
I Poems 
A. Continue the poem of the ch ickadees. (see 
p. 68) 
Six little c hick adees flying in the heaven, 
Along came another one and then t here were 
seven. 
Seven little chickadees wwinging on a g ate, 
Along came another one and then there were 
eight. 
Eight little chickadees sitting on a l i ne, 
Along came another one and then there were 
nine. 
Nine little chickadees eating now a nd then, 
Along came another one and t hen there were ten>~7 
Let the children supp ly the rhyming word. 
Then drama tize the poem. 
B. Poem 
One, two, t hre e , four, five, 
See my airpl a n e dive. 
Six, seven, eight, nine , ten, 
There it g oes a g ain.38 
37 J. R . Clark, A. S . Otis, and c . H. Clark, op. cit., 
p. 80. 
38 Ibid., p. 1 
C. Poem 
One, two, three, four, five, 
I caught a hare alive. 
Six, seven, eight, nine, ten, 
I let him g o a g ain. 
Vifhy did you let it go? 
Because it bit my finger so. 39 
D. Poem 
One , two, buckle your shoe. 
Three, four, shut the door. 
Five, six, pick up stick s. 
Seven, eight, lay them straight. 
" 
Nine, ten, a big fat hen. 
II Song. Ten Little Indians 
Sing the song. Act it out b y having ten children 
sit in chairs. Have t h em stand and sit at the right 
moment. 
III Games 
A. Hide the Pencil 
One child is blindfolded and count s to ten 
while another child hides a pencil. The class 
counts to ten while 11i t rr looks for a pencil. If' 
11it 11 finds the pencil before the clas s counts 
ten, he may hide the pencil the next time. 40 
B. Blindfold 
39 R. L. Morton, and M. Gray, op. cit., p. 20. 
40 G. T. Buswell, W. A. Brownell, and L. John, op. cit., 
I 
I. I I 
I 
One child is blindfolded and stands in the I 
middle of a circle. The others march arounJ 
until 11 it 11 calls stop. "It rt points. The 
child being pointed at counts to t en. 11 I t" 
has three chances to identify him. 41 






A. Counting to find how many 
1. The days of the week 
2. Pictures of seven objects 
B. One to one r e lationship 
Same as for fo~. (see p. 73) 
II Recognition of symbol and word 
Suggested procedure 
A. Same as for one. (see p. 43) 
B. tt ~Vhat stori e s or poems have seven in 
th ?n42 em. 
1. Snow VVhi te 
2. As I was going to s t. Ive s 
III Matching symbol, word and object 
Suggestions for an ac t ivity 
Game of Postman 43 Provide each child with a 
card with the symbol and word from one to seven 
written on it. One child is postman and has 
cards with groups of marks on it. He must de-
liver the nletters" to the right house. 
IV Writing seven 
42 R. L. Morton, M. Gray, op. cit., p. 69. 
43 G. 'r . Buswell, W. A. Brownell, and L • .John, op. cit., 
• 34. 
Suggeste d procedure 
A. The general proce dure is the same as for one. 
(see p. 68) 
B. Specific directions 
*-7~ 
"Start at the star and draw a straight line 
across in this direction. Then come do\~ to the 
line over here. " 
V Identification 
Suggested procedure 
Same as for three . (see pp . 54-55) 
Sugge stion for an activit y 
Game of Slap Jack Make cards with dif f erent 
arrangements of dots from one to seven. Turn 
t h e cards, a s for Sl ap J a ck, slapping the c ards 
repre sen ting seven. 
VI Reproduction 
Sugge sted procedure 
Same a s for two. (s e e pp. 48-49) 
Suggestions for an activity 
44 Game of Who Has the Number Give each child 
a c ertain number of markers b e t ween one and 
s even. 'r hen a sk, " V-.rllO has four? n All the 
44 Ibid ., p. 25. 
children with four markers stand and count theii 
markers or demonstrate in some other manner. 
VII Comparison and Grouping 
A. Comparison 
Suggested procedure 
Same as for five . (see pp. 85-86) 
B. Grouping 
Suggested procedure 
1. Same as for three. (see p. 56) These 
are the more unusual arrangements. 
*** * 
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Tall, Taller Tallest 
Short, Shorter, Shortest 
Suggested procedure 
I. "Look out of the window. •rhat tree is tall. Thi~ 
one is short." 
II 11Let's make our hands show tall and short." 
III "Jimmy and Joan come up here. 
Jimmy is tall. Joan is short. 
Jimmy is taller than Joan. Is Joan as tall as 
Jimmy? 
Joan is shorter than Jimmy. Is Jimmy as short 
as Joan? 
Ruth, join us ~p front. 
Now who is the tallest? Shortest? 
Is Ruth shorter than Jimmy? Is Ruth taller 
than Joan?" 
Ask the same que stions using chairs and desks. 
IV ncan you show me some things that are tall?" 












Sugg ested procedure 
A. Counting to find how many. 
Srune as for three. (see p. 54) 
B. One to one relationship 
1. Draw pictures of eight doughnuts. Draw 
enough boy s to eat the doughnuts. 
2. Draw eight cakes and enough candles so 
that each cake has a candle. 
II Redognition af symbol and word 
Suggested procedure 
Same as for one. (see p. 43) 
III Matching symbol, word and object 
Sugg estion for an activity 
Game of Hop-scotch The numbers may be replaced 
b y words or groups of dots. 
IV vVri ting Eight 
Suggested procedure 
A. 'rhe general procedure is the same as for 
one. (see p. 68) 
B. Specific directions 
3...U6 
11 Start at the arrow and make an ' S '. Now 
make a backward ' 8 ' until you get back to 
the star again.u 
V Identification 
Suggested procedure 
Same as for thre e . (see pp. 54- 55) 
VI Reproduction 
Suggestions for an ac tivity 
Game of Giant Steps 
VII Comparison and Group ing 
A. Comparison 
Suggested procedure 
Same as for five . (see p p . 85- 86) 
B . Grouping 
Suggested procedur e 
l. s~~e as for three. (se e p . 56) These 
are more unusual arrangements 
·:h'i- ?:·~r •;$-
~'" .. ~ ** "'*~~ * -:~ ~- ~t--;"1· 
* * 
-{Co .. * ~~- ~Co 
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2. Final pattern: * * 
More, Most, Fewest, As Many 
Suggest ed procedure 
I Concrete Manipulation 
A. " Her e are t wo boys and three girls. Which 
group has more c h ildre n in it? Fewer? Here 
is another boy . Are there as many boys as 
girls? Here i s still anothe r boy. Are ther~ 
more boys then girls?" 
B. 11 Here is a group of fiv e boys, t wo boys and 
seven boy s. VVhich group h a s the mos t boy s? 
•rhe fewest?" 
Do the same wi t h g irls a nd blocks. 
c. "Count the chi ldren at t he r e ading table. 
Then count t he c h airs. Are there more 
children than ch a irs? Ar e ther e more books 
than children? " 
D. Setting the table for lunch 
"Are there more children than napkins? 
Are the r e fe wer cookie s than children? 
Ar e there as many ch ai r s as children? 
Are there f ewer straws than bottles of 
milk ? 11 
E . "Here ar e books and two bo oks. 'What must I 
do to have as many books in this pile as I 
have in that one? 11 
F . "Here is a te am o f chi ldren. Betty , bring 
up enough children so ther e will b e as many 
children on your team as there are on this 
one ." 
II Semi-concrete Manipulation 
A. Look at the pictures. 
11 Are there as many dog s as cats?" 
"Are there more boys than girls?" 
"Who has the fe wes t dolls?" 
B. Use markers to represent members of the 
family, pets, missing teeth~: etc. Determine 
who has the most and the fewest. 
I I I Use of More 
I have ten more pages to read. 
I 1ve read three books more than you. 
Sugge stions for an activity 
Game of More, Most45 Cards are dealt to two or three 
people . Each turns over the top card. The one with 
the most dots wins the three cards. Continue until 
all the cards are gone. The p e rson with the most 
cards wins. 




Same as for three. (see p. 54) 
II Recognition of symbol and word 
Suggested procedure 
Sa.."lle as for one. (see p. 43) 
III Matching symbol, word and object 
Suggestions for an activity 
46 Game of Marching Give nine children a card 
with the number 1-9 on it, Give another nine 
children a card with the words one through nine 
on i t . Give the rest of the children a card 
with objects one through nine on it. The 
teacher calls a number. The three members of 
the fam.i1y lead the parade around the room. 
IV Writing Nine 
Suggested procedure 
A. The general procedure is the same as for on • 
(see p. 68) 
B. Specific directions 
46 G. rl1 • Buswell, W. A. Brownell, L. John, ~cit., 
p. 36. 
"Start at the star and make a loop up high, 
just like Santa Claus' pack. And then 
come down to the line over here. 11 
V Identification 
Suggested procedure 
Same as for three . (see pp. 54-55) 
VI Heproduction 
Suggestions for an activity 
Game of Pon~ (see pp. 62-63) 
VII Comp arison and Grouping 
A. . Comparison 
Suggested Procedur e 
Same as for five. (see pp. 8 5-86) 
B. Grouping 
Suggested procedure 
1. Same as for three. (see p. 56) These 
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2. Final pattern : *** 
Ordinals to Sixth 
Suggested procedure 
Have six children step up front. 
Here are six children. They are a group, so 
we call them six. 
Here are five children. 'rhey are a group, so 
we call them five. 
If I wanted to talk about just one of the children 
in this group, I would have to give him his own name. 
I couil.dn 1 t call Robert 11four 11 , because we know that 
four means a group of four. I must call him fourth, 
because h e is the fourth person in the line . We 
learned to call George, llfirst 11 , Sandy, 11 secondn, and 
Molly, 11 third 11 • These others are called fourth, fift 
and sixth. Let me hear y ou say them. The y sound 
almost like their other names, except for the 11 th" 
sound. 
11 \!Vho is third? Sixth'Z Fourth'? Fifth? 
What is Robert's name? Peggy's? etc. 11 
Suggestions for activities 
I Game of Find the Chair47 Number six chairs in the 
front of the room firs t , second, third, fourth, 
fifth, sixth. Call on the children to sit in the 
third chair, the sixth chair, e tc. A child loses 
his turn if he makes a mistake or can't find the 
47 Ibid., p. 28. 
right chair. If anyone discovers a mistake, he 
has a turn. 
II 
48 Game of Telephone One child is the operator. 
Another child calls the operator and asks, . 11 I 
want the third child in the fifth row 11 • The 
operator calls this person b y name. If she is 
correct, she take s the place of the person 
called, who becomes the new operator • 
. 48 rm:-; p. 28. 
He avy, Light 
Suggested procedure 
I Demonstration 
"This book is heavy. This pencil is light". 
Exaggerate the idaa of weight. 
II 11Vfuich is light and which is heavy? 
This chair or this cap? 
This table or this p lant'? " 
III "Can y ou show me some thing s that are heavy and 
light?" 
paper and aand-table 
IV 11 Can you tell me some things t hat are heavy and 
light?" 
stones 







Suggested p rocedure 
A. Counting to find how many 
1. "Count ,your fingers. II 
2 . "How many toes do you have?" 
B. One to one relat ionship 
Make a number char t from pictures cut from 
magazines. 49 
II Re cognition of symbol and word 
Suggested procedure 
Same as for one. (see p. 43) 
III Matching word and obj e ct 
Suggestions f or an activity 
The game of Hunt Your Partner50 Give one third 
of the class a car d with the numbers 1-10, 
another third cards with the word one through 
ten, and another t h ird with groupings of one to 
ten. Have the children find the rest of their 
families and walk around the room in order. 
IV Writing 'l'en 
Suggested procedure 
A. The general procedur e is the same as for 
4~ R . L. Morton, and M. Gray, op. cit., p. 21 . 
50 G. T. Buswell, W. A. Brownell , and L. John, op. cit., 
p. 36. 
~L.t5 
one. (see p. 68) 
B. Specific directions 
11Start with t he one. 'r hen make the zero 
right close to it. Start at the top of 
the zero and make a bi g circle." 
V Identification 
Suggested procedure 
Same as for three. (se e p p . 54-55) 
VI Reprodu ction 
Suggested procedur e 
A. Same as for two. (see p p . 48-49) 
- B. Drawing 
1. Draw ten e gg s 
Color five green. Make stripes on 
two. 
2 . Draw ten k ites. 
Put tails on four of them. Color 
three of t hem green. 
VIII Comparison and Grouping 
A. Comparison 
Suggested procedur e 
Same as for five. (see pp. 85-86) 
B. Grouping 
Sugge s ted proc edure 
1. Same a s for three . (see p. 56 ) Th e s e 
ar e some unusual a r r angements. 
* 
* -~ 
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A. "Here are two pencils. This one is long. 
This one is short." 
B. "I've got two pieces of string in my hand. 
I'm going to need t h e long one to tie up my 
bundle. The s h ort one won't go around my 
bundle." 
II Identifying concrete objects 
A. 11 Here are some pieces of chalk. INhich piece 
is long? Which piece is short? This long 
one is longer than the short one. This 
short one is shorter than the long one." 
B. "Do you s ee thes e crayons ? '\Nhich one is 
long? ~Thach one is short? ~fuich one is 
longer? Which is short e r? Is the red one a~ 
long as the yellow one? Is the yellow one 
as short as the red one?" 
C. 11 Can y ou s how me some thing s that are long 
and short?" 
sticks, boards 
D. 11When do we use long and short? 11 
walk to school, dresses, hair 
III Identifying semi-concrete objects 
Show pictures 
'• ·· 9 ~.J... 
111i\Ihat animal has a short tail? 






11 I 'm holding a book up high and now down low. 11 
II Identify ing high and low 
A. 11 Hold your hands up high, now down low.u 
B. 11Betty, show me a high chair and a low 
chair. Is this chair as high as that chair? 
Is that chair as low as this chair? " 
Other objects, such as tables, can be us e d 
in the same manner. 
C. "GeoPge, sit in the high ch air. Susan, sit 
in the low cha ir. 11 
D. 11 \'Vnen do we use high and low?" 
1. high building 
2. high and low notes in music 
E . Show pictures demonstrating high a nd low. 
Things that fl ;y in the sky and also alight 







Beginning Review for Grade II 
One to Ten 
I Enumeration 
Suggested procedure 
Count all the children present by rows or by 
tables. 
II Matching 
Suggestions for ac t iviti e s 
A. A game of Dominoes 
B. A game 
Choos e twent y c hildren. Give t e n of them 
cards with the symbols one to ten. Give 
the other ten cards with the word one to 
ten. When a child calls a number between 
one and ten, the number must get up, find 
the corresponding name, and chang e seats 
with that person. 
III Identification 
Suggested procedure 
Ask questions such as the following: 
11At what table do you see six children? 
On what side of the room are there seven 
plants? 
In what row are there ei t;ht boys?" 
\ 
IV Reproduction and Comparison 
Suggested procedure 
A. Taking the attendence b y rows or groups to 
determine the number absent. 
Have the children put a marker down for 
each child that is present. The teacher 
will then indicate how many children shoul 
be in each row or group. Compare the two 
resulting groups to see which group has 
more and which has fewer markers. By one 
to one correspondence, remove the markers 
to see how many markers in the larger 
group are left and thus determine the num-
ber absent. 
B. Fill in the number charts to ten if this 
has not already been done. 
Suggestions for an activit y 
Game of Ten Pins Give each child ten markers. 
Have each child keep score by removing a mar-
ker when a pin is knocked down. The number re-
maining is the score. One child can record the 
scores on the b oard so that the child with the 
lowe st score will be recognized. The teacher 
should be alert to discover any new methods the 
pupils use for keeping score and have such 
methods explained. 
V Numbers in a series 
Suggested procedure 
A. Counting to ten 
11 Count from one t o ten beginning at 1. 
Sally, can you begin at two and count to 
ten?rr 
Continue in this way , beginnine, at different 
numb~rs. 51 
B. 111Jv'hen you 1re counting, is it all right to 
count 1, 3, 2, 6, etc? 11 Have them se e that 
the numbers must come in order because they 
are naming the number of a group and each 
group gets bigger by one. 3 2 
C. Construct a number block. 
Have the children hammer ten nails two 
inches apart in a straight line so that the 
ends project. (The teacher may make the 
dots where the nails are to go or may take 
time out for a lesson in inches. Provide 
each child with ten paper key-tags with an 
attached paper clip. On one side, the 
children will write the numbers from one 
to ten, on the other side, they will make 
51 Ibid. , p. 38. 
52 R. L. Morton, and M. Gray, op. cit., p. 18. 
groups representing the number 
1. 11 Hang the numbers in order. II 
2. 11What number comes b efore 3? 57 etc . IT 
3. "VJhat number comes after 6? 97 etc. II 
4. 11What number comes between 3 and 5'? etc' 
5. "If I had a group of four and add one 
more, what number is it?" etc. adding 
just one. 
6. "If I have a group of seven and cover 
one dot, what new number do I have?" 
7. "Are the stories the same for both 
sides of the tag?" 
Suggestions for activities 
A. Game of Spin the Arrow53 Prepare a card 
disc with the numbers in order. Have a chil 
spin the arrow and tell the number that 
comes before, after and on each side of the 
number to which the arrow is pointing. 
B. Game of Show Tickets 54 Play this game by 
the row. The teacher gives each child a 
11 ticket 11 that has a number on it. They must 
then sit in the right seats to have the num-
bers come out in order. The teacher may 
53 G. 'f . Buswell, W. A. Brownell, and L:. John, op. cit., 
p. 38. 
54 Loc. cit. 
"<1 .• 1'.11i 
··:.JL:4-·ltt 
leave out a number so that the pupils must 
ask for the missing number. 




Hold up a penny. "Can anyone tell me what 
this is? Vlliat is another word for penny? 
One , cent. If you look very closely at 
the penny, you can see where it says 1 one 
cent'. ( 1Nri te one cent on t he board.) 
\Vhat color is a penny? Has anyone ever 
seen one cent written this way? (1¢) Has 
anyone see n that funny 'c' before? It 
looks like a 1 c 1 with a line through it and 
it me ans cent. 11 
B. One to one r e lationship 
1. With one penny 
"If' you went to the store and the sign 
for a piece of candy said this (point 
to 1¢), what would you give the man for 
t h at piece of capdy? Billy , come up 
and show me what y ou would do. That's 
ri ght, you would give me one cent and 
I would give y ou the candy. 11 
2. With two p ennies 
"Here are two pennies. The sign for 
the candy has not changed. Pe t e r, con1e 
up and give the candy man one penny. 
What did you get back. Give him your 
other penny. Did he give you another 
piece of candy? How many candies do 
you have? How many pennies did you 
g ive him? So, you g ave him two pennies 
and you got two candies." 
3. Continue in this manner until they can 
generalize. 
II Nickel and Dime 
A. Nickel 
"Here are two more pieces of money. Are 
they the same color as the penny? ~bat 
color are they'? Which one is bigger? iJVho 
knows what it is? It is a nickel and that 
means five cents. Do you see where it says 
five cents? ( Write five cents.) If the 
candy man's sign say s 5~ (v~ite 5~), what 
would you give him?" 
B. Dime 
"Who knows what this smaller piece of money 
is '! It's a dime or ten cents. Can you see 
where it says one dime? (Write, one dime.) 
Some candy costs ten cents, so you would 
g ive the candy man a ? 11 
Suggestions for activities 
I Put several coins on the table and let the childre 
separate them into pennies, nickels and dimes. 5 5 
II Pass out brown circles for p ennies, lay white 
circles for nickels and small white circles for 
dime s to the children who are sitting in small 
groups at the table s. Put objects, such as ·books 
and pencils on the table with si gns telling their 
price. (one cent to five c ents, nickel and dime) 
Have the chi ldren dedide which coins to use in 
order to bu7 objects and put the proper amount b y 
the obj e ct. 
III The same thing can be done at their desks. The 
teacher can hold u p an object and tell the price. 
The children put out the proper number or kinf,i of 
of coins. 56 
55 R. L. Morton, and M. Gray, op. cit., p. 88. 
56 Loc. cit. 
II 
J 
Count to •rwenty 
I Hote counting 
Suggested procedure 
A. Ask to see if someone will volunteer to co 
to twenty. 
1. Have that ch ild repeat the counting, 
stressing the eleven, twelve, thirteen 
and twenty. 
2 . Ask the class if any numbers sound like 
some of the other numbers they have had. r 
(six, sixteen) Point out that most of 
I 
the numbers just add 11 teen 11 • Also point1 
I 
out the similiarity in sound between I 
"teen" and "ten". 
B. Let several children count individually to 
twenty . 




A. Count concrete objects in the room. 
B. Count objects in pictures. 
III Discovering the meanings .of the teens 
Suggested procedure 
A. Teen as groups on ten 








eleven. 11 Then give each child a bundle 1! 
Jl 
I 
of ten sticks. 11Who can make eleven?rt 
Let the children realize that they 
must work together to make eleven. 
Have them also discover that it is 
quicker to keep the ten sticks in one 
bundle and add one more. 57 
"So eleven is ten and one more ." Refe 
to the written symbol. 11 'rhi s 1 alone 
means one. We already know that this 
1 means one group of ten. The number 
is eleven. Eleven is one ten {point) 
and one more {point). 11 
2. Dtscover the 12 in the same manner, 
being sure to ask, 11 How many tens? 
And how many more? 11 Then see if the 
children can discover the rest of the 
numbers and demonstrate their findings 
with the markers. 
3. For twenty, have them discover that it 
is two groups of ten. Zero as a place-
holder must be introduced to explain 
the twenty . 
11There are two groups of ten with none 
left over. ~fuat happens if I just 
write the 2 for the two groups of ten? 
57 L. L. Rosenquist, o • cit., • 119. 
(Write 2.) It means two one's and not 
two groups of ten. Something has to go 
in the one's place to make 2 mean 2 
tens and, because there are no one's, 
I put a zero in that place. Does this 
number me an twenty? Tell me why it 
means twenty? 11 
B. Manipulation of concrete objects 
Have the children show the meaning of the 
teen numbers as a group of ten and more 
one 1 s using 
1. blocks 
2. abacus 
3. card holder 
4. felt board 
5. colored b e ads on a string 
IV Identification 
Suggested procedure 
A. Ask such questions as, nvfuat number is one 
ten and one more?" Have them demonstrate 
their answers with blocks, the abacus, in 
the card holder, on the felt board, or with 
colored beads. 
B. Ask the question, "vVhat number is this? 11 
On the board make formations of dots using 
the ten grouping. 
* * * * * * * * * * 
V Wr iting Numbers 
Suggested procedure 
"Let's write these numbers. i!fuat do e s twelve 
mean? One ten and two more. (Let the children 
figure these out wi th concrete objects if they 
have not le arned them yet.) We write the 1 for 
the one group of t en here and the 2 for the 2 
more here." Demonstrat e on the board. Have the 
children write 12 on their p apers. Then see if 
a child will come up and writ e 13, asking the 
same questions. Precede in this manner for all 
of the numbers. 
VI Number s in a series 
Sugge sted procedure 
Have a child write the numb ers from one to ten 
on the board. Under them, have him write the 
numbers to twenty a s the clas s says, 110ne ten 
and one more", etc. Have the class then notice 
tha t the numbers rep e at themselves from one to 
nine with the d ifference only in the one in 
front standing for the one group of tens. 
Suggestions for an activit y 
Bring out the wooden block with the nails ·used 
for ten. Give each child ten more key tags. 
On these, have t h em write the numbers from 
~.:: .. --
eleven to twenty . Procee d in the same manner 
as on p. 123. 
VII Reproduction 
Suggested procedure 
Fill in the number book for the teen in the 
foll owing manner: 
11 
10+1 
1 ten and 1 one 
Reading and YVri ting Combinations to Two 
I Bringing two objects together 
Suggested procedure 
A. On the concrete level 
"How many books have I got in this hand?"(l ~ 
"How many books do I have in this hand? 11 (1) 
"When I bring them together, how many do I 
have? 11 
"One book and one book are two books. 11 
Use other objects around the room and have 
the children bring them together to make 
two~ repeating the one and one are two com-
bination. 
B. By representative markers 
Any of the sugge sted markers can be used. 
11
'l'ell this story with your markers. I 
have one red candy and one green candy. 
How many candies do I have? Sffimny, will 
you come up and show us on the felt board 
the way you found the answer?" 
c. By semi-concrete symbols 
Tell stories and illustrate them on the 
board using circles, squares and stars as 
representative materials so that they under 
stand that one and one are two are the same 
e ven when you can't touch the one's and 
two•s. 
D. By abstract s ymbols 
Draw on the board and e xplain the story of 
one girl and one girl are two giP.ls lead-
ing to the abstract form, both horizontally 
and v ertically in the following way: 
1. Horizontally 
a. (picture of one girl) and (picture 
of one girl) are (picture of two 
g irls) 
b. 1 girl 
girls 
and 1 girl are two 
11When y ou put one and one tog ether 
to make two, y ou are adding one and 
one. Two is the answer. 
Let's finish our a dding and use 
some sign. This sign (demonstrate 
I) means •and' and tells us to 
add. •.rhi s si gn (demonstrate .:) 
means 'are ' • 11 
c. 1 girl I 1 girl = 2 g irls 
nNow let's l e ave out the words and 
see what we have left." 
d. 1 I 1 = 2 
11 Can we use these for a rule for 
all the storie s we've had? Are 
one and one always two?" 
2 . Vertical 
11 Here is another way to write the 
same story ." 
a. 1 ( Pic ture of a girl ) b.l girl 
fl (Picture of a ~irl) il ~irl 




Explain each step as you g o along . 
E . R~ading abstract symbols 
''What d o these say? 
l and 1 are 2 1 
iL 
2 
F . Writing abstract symbols 
"Do you remenber the two signs we had? 
·rhe two lines that cross mean 'and'. The 
two lines that g o the same way mean 'are'. ' 
Put the signs on the board so the children 
can refer to them. 
"Can anyone come to the board and write 
'one and one are t wo' in two ways?" Have 
the rest of the clas s try to write the 
s ame things on their papers. 
II Problems with Two 
A. Have the children make up problems for ilone and 
one are two 11 • Have the children dramatize the 
problems or use markers to represent the problems. 
B. Let the children draw pictures to represent the 
problem. For example, if the problem is about 
one cat drinking milk and another cat joining the 
first cat, the picture should show the two cats, 
one drinking and t h e other cat coming toward the 
bowl of milk . 
C. Show the children pictures and have them tell 
stories from the pictures about one and one are 
two. 
III Neaning of addition 
Guide the children in discovering uwhat happens when 
we add 11 • 
A. We bring thing s together. 
B. We get a bigger number. 
c. We start with two small 
bigger one. 
IV Suggestions for problem topics 
cats playing 
rabbits eating l e ttuce 
numbers 
a mother duck and her duckling 
a big and little pig 
putting on shoe s 
a clown in green and one in r e d 
elephants 
big and little tree 
and get a 
Reading and Writing Combina tions to 'fhree 
I Bringing three objects together 
Suggested procedure 
A. On the concrete l evel 
1. 11 How many p encils do I have in this 
hand? (1) How many pencils do I have 
in this hand? (2) How many pencils 
do I have all together? How many pen-
cils are one pencil and two pencils?" 
2. "How many p encils do I have in this 
hand? {2) How many pencils do I h ave 
in this hand? (1) How many pencils 
do I have all tog ether? How many 
pencils are two pencils and one pencil' n 
3. ''Are one pencil and two pencils the 
same a s t ·wo pencils and one pencil?" 
Continue in thi s way having t h em touch 
concrete objects, bring i ng out the fact 
that the answer is t he same for both 
facts. 
B. By repres en t ative marker s 
1. Demonstration on the fel t board 
"A boy had one cookie. His mo t her 
g aMe him two mor e . How many cookies 
did he have in all? 11 Put down mar-
kers showing this story and the 
story for two and one. Again bring out 
the similarity. 
2. Repeat this type of problem with the 
children using markers and then one 
child demonstrating the answer on the 
felt board. 
3. Have the children discover that the 
results are the same when the markers 
are arranged vertically. 
c. By semi-concrete symbols 
Same as for two. (see pp. 134-135) 
Bring out the relationship of the facts. 
D. By abstract symbols 
The procedure is the same as for two. (s e e 
p. 135) Present all the horizontal facts 
first, (1 I 2 • 3, 2 I 1 = 3) and then 
the vertical facts 1 2 
t:Lil 
3 3 
Flowers can be used for the objects. 
E . Reading the abstract symbols 
Same as for two. (see p. 136) 
F. Writing abstract symbols 
Same as for two. (see p. 136) 
II Problems with three 
Same as for two. (see pp. 136-137) 
III Suggestions f or problem topics 
.l. 
The circus 
monkeys swinging on rings 
lions on drums 
seals playing horns 
clowns doin6 stunts 
girls riding on horses 
elephants in a line 
Count to J:<'ifty 
Suggested procedure 
I Twenty-one to thirty 
A. Rote Counting 
Ask to see if anyone will volunteer to 
count to thirty. Before he repeats the 
numbers, write the numbers 21-30 on the 
board and point to them as he counts. 
B. Discovering the meanings 
1. Reading the numbers as tens and one s. 
awe kno w tha-r; 20 means 2 groups of ten. 
The next number is (point to 21). How 
many groups of ten in this number? And 
how many more? The 2 is twent y . So 
this number is twent y-one. Can anyone 
tell me about the n ext number? How 
many tens ? How many more?" 
2. Recognition of the series 
Have the children discover that the 
numbers again go from one to nine. 
3. Meanings from concrete manipulations 
"Take out your sticks . Count out 21 
stick s. Is the re a short wa;y of count in ~ 
to 21? If you put them in groups of 
ten, how many tens do you have?· How 
many one s? Is that what the nur.~ber says 
on the b o ard?" 
Procee d in the same manner for the 
r e st. Pre s en t 30 as 20 was presented 
on pp. 130-131, noting the similarity 
of sound b etween three and thirty. 
I I Thirty-one through F'ifty 
Present these numbers as above . Be sure they 
notice that the numbers in the t en's place is 
also incr e asing b y one, and that fort y and fi f t 
sound a lmost like four and five with "t y n at 
the end. 
I I I Writing numb ers through fift y 
11Count out 38 sticks. How many tens do you 
have? Writ e down t he 3. How many one's do y ou 
have ? Writ e down the 8 . Where did you put the 
8? Why did you put it there ? ~fuere did you 
put the thr e e ? ~my should it g o there ? 
Count out 26 stick s. Who will come up and writ 
that number on the board?" Cont i nue in this way 
for many numb ers. 
I V Number relationships 
Show a chart with t he numbers g oing horizontall 
to 50 in rows of ten. Underline all the number 
ending in 5 and 0. Us e a red p encil to .make 
the numb ers ending in 0. 
A. "Show me the row that has all fours in the 
ten's place. What are they?" 
B. "Show me the row that has all fours in the 
one's place. Read them." 
C. "Point to all the numbers that have four in 
them. What are they?" 
Continue in t hi s way for all the numbers. 
D. "Find 36, 50, 21, etc." 
V Counting by ten's 
A. "See the red numbers on the chart? Read 
them. 1Nhen we count like that, we are 
counting by ten's. Is it a t all like count-
ing by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5~ . How do I know I am 
counting by ten's? 11 
B. Using counting b y ten's 
""When do we count by ten's? " 
1. in game s 
2. counting dime s 
3. counting fingers 
4. counting ten sticks 
VI Counting b y Five's 
A. "Do you see the numbers with lines under 
them? Let's r e ad them. When we count like 
that, we are counting by 5's. Take your 
sticks and see if e ach number is five bigger 
than the one before it. Let's count by 
five's a gain. What do y ou notice about the 
VII 
endings?" Have them see that some end in 
5 and some end in zero, that the ones t h at 
end in zero are t he same ones they had when 
they counted b y tens. 
B. Using counting by fives 
11When do we count by five's?" 
1. in g ames 
2. counting minutes 58 
3. counting nick els 
Counting b y two's 
A. Line u p twent y children. Bring up two and 
then two more. How many in this group ? (2) 
How many in the group now? (4) Keep bring 
ing them up two a t a time . "Did you know 
tha t you wer e counting by two's as we lined 
up the se children? Listen while we do it 
a gain." Move the line a few steps ahead 
using the same method as above. 11 Now let's 
just count them b y two's. " Touch each pair 
as they count. 
B. Count shoes, hands, fe e t, ears, and e y es in 
the same way . 
C. In abstract form 
Write the numbers to twenty b y two's in 
58 L. J. Brueckner, and F. E . Grossnickle, How to Make 
Arithmetic Me aning ful. (Philadelphia: The John C. Winston 
Company , 19 47), p. 185. 
two line s as t h e children say the numbers. 
Have t h em discover that 
1. Each number is two more than the one 
before it. 
2. All the numb ers end in 2, 4, 6, 8, or 
o. 
3. Every other number is skipp ed. 
4. All the numb ers in a row end in the 
same number . 59 
Su gge stions for activities 
I Read the e ven pag es o f b ook s to count b y t wo's. 60 
I I Take t h e attendence b y two's or groups of ten. 61 
III Make a thermome ter with red ribbon. Le t one 
child r e ad the r e al thermometer and adjus t the 
ribbon to the proper hei ght. Let another child 
record t h e temperature on a weather chart. 62 
59 Ibid., p. 184. 
60 Loc. cit. 
61 L. L. Rosenquist, op. cit., p. 51. 
62. Ibid., p. 54. 
Calendar 
Su ggested procedure 
Show a calendar for February having Valentine's Day, 
Lincoln's birthday and Washington's birthday under-
lined or written in color. 
I Months 
"Does any one know what month this c a lendar is 
telling about? F'ebruary is t he month. Can any-
one sh ow me where February is written? Do you 
know any othe r months? When is your birthday ? 
April? April is a month." Continue in this 
manner, showing the different months as they are 
called out. Tell them that there are twelve 
months. Do not expe ct them to remember the name~ 
of all the months. 
II Day s of the we ek 
A. By name 
"Who knows the first day of the we ek. 'rhis 
will surprize most of you. It is Sunday . 
Vfuat are some other d~ys of the week? Let'~ 
find them on the c alendar. Can anyone see 
them? Re a d them if you can. Are they the 
same for each month?" 
B. By number 
11 Have you ever h e ard someone say , 'today is 
the fourth of February '? This is Pebruary 
and here is the four. Every month has days 
that have names and numbers. Let's daunt 
the numbers in February. 11 
III Finding dates on the calendar for Pebruary 
ttA calendar tells us what day it is. Let's find 
out when Valentine's Day is. It's February 14th. 
Is this February? Who can find the 14? Run 
your finger up and see what day it is. 11 Same 
for Lincoln's and Washington's birthday. 
IV Finding dates other than in February 
Use the same procedure for finding children's 
birthdays · and holidays. 
Sugg estion for an activity 
Make a calendar and r e cord the weather and temperatur~ 
for each month. 
• ;.; '-"<j 
-iL ~.:k ( . 
Subtraction from Two--How many are left 
Suggested procedure 
I Mani pulation of concret e "-.Qpj ects 
A. Demonstration 
"Here are two blocks. I am going to give 
one to Johnny. How many blocks do I have 
left? Two (hold up two blocks) take away 
one (give one to Johnny) ar e what?" ( Hold 
up .one block. ) 
B. Pupil Activi ty 
"Bobby had two pencils. He lost one. How 
many does he have left?" Have the childrer: 
solve the problem at their desks using pen-
cils. Then have one child come up and 
demonstrate the problem and say , "Two take 
away one are one 11 • Continue in this man-
ner using obj e cts around the room. 
II Using markers to represent the facts 
"Use your blocks to tell this story. 
David had t wo capa. One is at school. Ho~ 
many did he l eave at home? 11 
Have some one tell the story on the felt board. 
Continue .in this manner. 
III Ext ending meanings to the semi-concrete level 
A. Demonstrating probl ems on the board with 
stars, circle s, squares, etc. 
1. One obj e ct can be circled as the prob-
lem is being told. 
2. The problem can be written this way: 
* * take away * are 
* • 
B. Demonstration using dominoes 
The problem can be told this way: 
IV Developing the abstract form 
"'rom had two balls. He lost one. How many did 
he have left?" Explain the following steps on 
the board. Have them r e ad each step as it pro-
gresses. 
A. Hor izontally 
1. By picture and number 
2(picture of 2 balls) take away l(picture 
of 1 ball) are l(picture of 1 ball). 
2 . Substituting thew ord for the picture 
2 balls take away 1 ball are 1 ball 
3. Substituting the words with the signs 
11 This says 'take away '. (Put a minus 
sign on the board.) It tells us to 
subtract it. We are subtracting when 
we take away . 11 
2 balls - 1 ball • 1 ball 
4. Final abstraction 
. 1' 9 
...:;., ':.( 
2 - 1 - 1 
B. Vertically 
11This is another way to write the same 
Y Problems 
story." 
1. 2(picture of 2 balls 
-1( icture of 1 ball 




2. 2 balls 
-1 b a ll 
1 ball 
A. Have the children make up their own prob-
lems and dramatize them. 
B. Have t he children look at pictures and tell 
stories about ¥two take away one are one¥ 
and "how many are left". 
C. Let the ch ildren draw problems and present 
them to the class 
VI Me aning of subtraction 
Guide the children in discove ring "what happens 
when we subtract " . 
We get a smalle r number. 
We start with a big number. 
Something g oes away and it gets smaller. 
VII Ideas for presenting problems 
Two children playing. One went home to eat. 
Girls p laying dolls. One l e ft to get a doll's 
bed. 
---
Dogs chewing bones. Big dog went away. 
Cats sitting on a fence. One jumped down. 
Birds sitting on a telephone wire. One flew off. 
Eating cookies. Gave one away. 
, 
,, 
Subtraction from Three 
Suggested procedure 
I Manipulation of concrete objects 
A. Demonstration 
1. "Three girls are standing up. One sat 
down. How many are left? 1rhree take 
away one are what? 11 
2. "Three girls are standing up .. Two sat 
down. How many are left?" 
B. Pupil activity 
1. "Jane had three books. She put one 
in her desk. How many did she have 
left? 11 Have the children solve the 
problem at their desks and then have 
one demonstrate it. "Jane had three 
books and put two in her desk. 'rhen 
how many did she have? 11 Continue in 
this manner using obj e cts around the 
room t eaching the two related facts 
together. 
II Markers to repres ent the facts 
Continue as for two (see p. 148) using the two 
facts together.. In case it has not been dis-
covered , have them se e the r e lation between the 
t wo facts as they move their blocks. 
III Ext ending meanings to the semi-concrete level 
o. 
T~e procedure is the same as for two (see pp. 
148-149). Keep the two facts together. 
IV Developing the abstract form 
The steps are the same as for two (see pp. 149-
150). 'Teach the horizontal form for 3 - 1 and 
then 3 - 2. 
V Problems 
'rhen the vertical form 3 
-1 
Same as for two (s e e pp. 150-151). 
VI Ideas for presenting problems 
Horses running away . 
Kittens leaving basket. 
Airplanes leaving formation. 
Dropping a book. 
Ducks running to water. 
Pigs running away. 
Suggestion far an activity 
and 3. 
- 2 
Game of Bean Bag63 Make a rectangle on the floor 
marked off into twelve squares. Write all the ad-
dition and subtraction combinations vertically and 
horizontally in the square s. Each child can throw 
three b e an bags. He scores one point for each cor-
rect answer. 
This game can be put on the blackboard. The child c 
be blindfolded arid allowed three chances to touch 
the board. 
63 G. T . Buswell, W. A. Brownell L. John • 4 9 
Telling Time to the Hour 
Suggested procedure 
I Demonstration 
11 Jinnny,what time do you get up in the morning?" 
Ask each pupil until someone says seven o'clock. 
11
'I'his is what your clock would look lik e. 'rhe 
clock has two hands. A long hand and a short 
hand. VV'here is the long hand? It is at twelve. 
Where is the short hand? It is at seven. Vlhen 
the long hand is a t twelve, the short hand tells 
what time it is. This says seven o'clock, time 
to get up." 
Demonstrate a few more hours in the same manner. 
II Telling time from their own clocks. 
A. Construct a clock 
A clock can be made on the back of a paper 
plate with oak tag hands fastened with a 
fastener. Show the children how to write 
the numbers in this order: 12, 6, 3, 9 , 1, 
2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11. 
B. "Make your clock say 3 o'clock. 6 o'clock, 
etc. 11 
c. 11 Make you:r clock show 
1. when y ou get up (7 o'clock). 
2. when school begins (9 o'clock). 
3. when you come home from school (4 
o'clock). 
4 . when you g o to bed (8 o'clock)." 
Counting to One Hundred 
Suggested procedure 
Hang up a larg e number chart that has the numbers 
written horizontally in group s of ten. 
I. Review counting 
A. By 1 1 s to 50 
B. By l0 1 s to 50 
C. By 5's to 50 
D. By 2 1 s to 20 
II Discovering meanings 
A. Reading the numbers as ten's and one's 
1. 11 Look at t he last rows. We already 
know ten, twenty, thirty, forty and 
fifty. Can anyone tell me what the 
rest of the numbers are ? They are 
sixty, seventy, eighty , ninetz and one 
hundred. Say these numbers with me." 
Point out the 11 ty" ending sound. 
2. "If 30 is three groups of ten, 40 is 
four groups of ten and 50 is five group 
of ten, what would 60 be? 70? 80? 
90? 1 00 ? 11 
3. 11 Here is a number. (Write or point to 
83) How many tens does it have? How 
many ones? So we call it eight-ty 
thre e ." Proceed in this manner for 
many numbers. 
4. 11 \-\lb.at does 73 mean? Which number t e ll~ 
how many ten's? ~~ich number tells ho~ 
many one's '? 11 Continue in this manne r 
for several numb ers. 
B. Recognition of series 
Have the children discover that the numberE 
again go f rom one to nine in the units 
place and one to nine in the ten's p lace. 
c. Meaning s fr om concrete manipulation 
"This number says 61 and we say it has six 
ten's and one 1. Count out your sticks 
and tell me if that is so. 11 Do the same 
for several numb ers. 
I I I Writing Numbers 
"How would you write 84. How many ten's ar e 
there. Vlliere do we put the number for t h e t en's ? 
How many one 's are there'? Where do the y g o ? 
Write several other numb er s in this way, having 
the children writing the numbers on their p aperE 
and one child coming to the board • 
IV Number relationships 
A. " Show me the row where t h ere are only fours 
in the one 's place. Re ad these numbers." 
Continue in this manner. 
B. "Show me the row wher e there are only fours 
in the ten's place." Continue for the othe 
numbers, having the ch ildren read the num-
bers. 
C. "Point to all the numb ers that have four in 
them. What ar e they?n 
D. "Find 47, 32, 72, 84, etc. 11 
E. 11 'h'h.at number is just ten more than 54?64 
How many tens are there in 54? If you put 
another group of ten with t he five y ou have 
how many would you have? So, change the 
five to six and what number do you have? 
Isn't it right ove r the 54?" Continue in 
this way until the children discover by 
themselves t hat the y just slip down to the 
next row on the chart. 
F' . 11 ~\'hat number is just ten less than 54? 11 
Reverse the process for E above. 
G. nwhat number comes jus t after 66?" Continu 
in this way until they don't need to look 
at t he chart for answers. 
H. "What numb er s omes just before 79? 11 Contin 
until the answer s come rapidly. Rave the 
ch ildren discover that it's just like find-
ing the number that c ome s before in one to 
ten. 
64 L. L. Rosenquist, op . cit., p. 119. 
I. 11Vmat number comes between 83 and 85?n By 
now, the answers should come rapidly . 




Suggested activity for using reading of numbers and em-
phasizing the serial idea 
Give each child a card with a number. Put one card 
on the chalk tray . The children come up one at a 
time putting his card in the ri ght serial order. 
Since the cards are g iven out in random order, it 
will take organization and thinking on the part of 
the children.65 
65 L. L. Rosenquist, op. cit., p. 119. 
Addition to Four 
Suggested procedure 
I The procedure is exactly the same as for two and 
three (see pp. 134-140). The major topics are out-
lined below. .Refer to the above pages for more 
specific detail. 
II Present 2 f 2 alone first through section A. Then 
pre sent 1 f 3 and 3 f 1 together. 
III Before making problems, use markers to demonstrate 
all the ways to make four, saying the combinations 
as they are made. 
I V The outline 
A. Bringing four objects tog ether 
1. on the concrete level 
2. by representative markers 
3. by semi-concrete symbols 
4. by abstract symbols 
5 • . reading abstract s ymbols 
6. writing abstract symbols 
B. Ma k ing problems about four 
V Ideas for problems 
mice e ating cheese 
cows eating hay 
size and color of cows 
rabbits eating carr ots 
kittens drinking milk 
::I.tiO 
horses, balls, and dogs of different sizes and 
colors 
Subtraction from Four 
Suggested procedure 
I The procedure is exactly the same as for two and 
three (see pp . 148-153). The major topics are 
outlined below. Refer to the above pages for mor 
details. 
II Present 4 - 2 alone through the abstract form. 
'rhen present 4 - 3 and 4 - 1 together. 
III Before making problems, use markers to demonstrat 
all the ways to take numbers away from four, say-
ing the combinations as they are done. Relation-
ships should be bu ilt up at this point. For 
example, as the subtrahend increases, the remain-
der decre ases b y the same amount. 
IV 'rhe outline 
A. Manipulation of concrete objects 
B. Marker s to represent the facts 
c. Extending meaning s to the semi-concrete 
level 
D. Developing the abstract form 
E . Making problems 
V Ideas f or problems 
Flowers in a garden 
color, size, being p icked, dying off 
Grapes on a vine 
Apples on a tree 
Anima l s l e avin g to e at 
Su ggest i ons f or an activity 
Game of Climb t he Mountain66 Draw a mountain on the 
board, putting the combinations along t he wa y . Each 
_c hild t ri e s t o climb t he mountain by giving the righ 
answers. 
66 G. T . Buswell, W. A. Brownell, and L. John~ op. ci t ., 
p. 51. 




A. 11 Here is a nice big apple. I am going to 
cut it into two pieces so that the two piece~ 
will look exactly alike. They will be just 
the same size. This is one half of the 
apple and this is one half." 
B. uHere is another apple. Are these pieces 
halves? How many pieces are there? Are 
they the same size? No, one is bigger. So 
they are not halves. They must be the same 
size." 
C. ''Now I shall fol d this paper and cut it. Ar ~ 
the pieces halves? How can you tell?" 
II Making half with concrete objects 
III 
A. Show the children how to fold paper so that 
the corners meet. Have all t he children 
fold paper. 11 Is that half? Why? 11 Do the 
same with a piece of string. 
B. Show halves of things 
books 
windows 
Determining half from pictures 
A. 11 Look on the board. Here is a pie. Did I 
cut it in half? 11 Also draw a ball, line, 
-, circle, and board. Ea ch time have the chil-
dren tell how many pieces there are and if 
they are the same size. 
B. Show pictures of halves and not halves. 
Have the children point to the things that 
ar e halve s. 
IV 11 V'Jhen do we use half? 11 
I 1 ve done half my work. 
We're half wa y thr ough the book . 
Half of the class 
Half an hour, inch, dozen 
Dividing groups for game s 67 
68 Sharing cooki e s, c andy, etc. 
Doing half the wo;k on the page69 
V Recognizing the symbol for half 
''This (draw i ) means one half. The one means 
we have one p iece. But it is no ~ a whole p iece 
or else it would stand alone. To make a whole 
piece, you would have to have t wo pie ces. The 
1 shows you how many pieces you have and the 2 
say s how man y there are in all to make a whole 
piece. It i s c alle d one half." 
66 L. L. Rosenquist, op . cit., p. 126. 
67 Loc. cit. 
68 Loc. ci t . 
Addition t o Five 
Suggested procedure 
I The procedure is exactly the same as for two and 
three (see pp. 134-140). The major topics are 
outlined below. Refer to the above pages for more 
II 
I I I 
detail 
Present 1 I 4 and 4 I 1 through section A and then 
present 2 I 3 and 3 I 2. 
Before making the problems, use markers to demon-
strate all the ways to make five, saying the com-
binations as they are made. •rhe relationship be-
tween the numbers should be brought out at this 
point. 
IV The outline 
A. Bringing five objects together 
1. on the concrete level 
2. b y repre sentative markers 
3. b y semi-concrete symbols 
4. reading abstract symbols 
5. writing abstract s ymbols 
B. Ivlaking problems about five 
V Ideas for problems 
Colored trucks, cars, carts, bicycles, sleds, 
big and little trucks, cars, carts, bicycles, 
sleds 
Suggestions for an activity 
St_art a number book. Have one page for each set of 
combinations starting with two. 
I. Show the symbol, word, and group arrangement 
2 two 
* * 
II. Show all the possibilities for adding and sub-
tracting 
2 - 1 = 1 
III Show all writen combinations, horizontally and 







Addition to Six 
Suggested procedure 
I The procedure is exactly the same as for two and 
three (see pp. 134-140). The major topics are 
outlined below. Refer to the above pages for 
more detail. 
II Present 3 f 3 alone through section A, then 5 f 1 
and 1 f 5 through section A, followed by 2 f 4 
and 4 f 2. 
III Before making the problems, use markers to demon-
strate all the ways to make six and discuss the 
relationships. 
* 
IV The outline 
A. Bringing six objects together 
1. on t h e concrete level 
2 . by representative markers 
3. b y semi-concrete symbols 
4. reading abstract symbols 
5. writin8 abstract s ymbols 
B. Making problems about six 
V Ideas for problems 
urows eating corn 
ducks in the water 
robins in the bird bath 
blue jays at feeding station 
humming birds in the flower bed 
Suggestions for an activity 
Game of •relephone69 Each pupil is given a number to 
six. 11 I am calling 2 f 4 (or any combination that 
they have learned)."- The child with the correct 
answer say s, 11 This is number 6u. 
69 G. T . Buswell, W. A. Brownell, and L. John, op. cit., 
p. 51. 
Ordinals to Tenth 
Suggested procedure 
Call ten children up to the front of the room. 
I Discovering the ordinals 
Point to the first child. "'What is the name of 
this place? Is Tommy the last person in line? 
No, he is the first." Continue in this way 
through the sixth as a revi ew. See if anyone 
can fi gure out the n ext person's place. If 
not, tell them seven th. Start counting from 
first again to s ee if they can reason out the 
numbers through tenth and make a statement 
about adding the 11th 11 • 
II Recognizing the ordinals 
A. Concrete level 
1. Once a child recognizes his 11name 11 , 
ask the ch ildren sitting down, 11What 
is Tommy's name'? Wbo is s eventh, etc. 1 
2. Let the children sitting down give 
directions, such as, "Third, put your 
fing er on your nose." Any child who 
spots a mistake may take a place. 70 
B. Semi-concrete level 
Look at pictures and have the children 
70 Ibid., p. 27. 
answer such questions as these using 
ordinals: 
vmich ball is red? 
TNhich is the biggest boy? 
Su gge stions for activities 
I. Spin the pan71 Have ten children in a group. 
One child spins a pan and calls 11 fourth". The 
fourth child must stop the pan before it stops 
moving. 
II. 72 Clap In A child start by saying, "Johnny, 
please move to the second chair in the fourth 
row 11 • Johnny then gives similar directions to 
the child whose seat he has just taken. If the 
child makes the correct move, the children clap 
their hands. If the child makes a mistake, the 
children shake their heads. 
71 Ibid., p. 28. 
72 Loc. cit. 
Subtraction from Five 
Suggested procedure 
I The procedure is the s~1e as for one and two 
(see pp. 148-153). The main topics are outlined 
below. Refer to the above pages for more details 
II Present 5 - 1 and 5 - 4 through the abstract form 
before presenting 5 - 2 and 5 - 3. 
III Before making problems, use markers to demonstrat 
all the ways to take numbers away from five. 
IV The outline 
A. Manipulation of concrete objects 
B. Extending meaning s to the semi-concrete 
level 
C. Markers t o represent the facts 
D. Developing the abstract form 
E . Making problems 
V Ideas for problems 
Losing , giving away, putting away, and moving 
tops, balls, horns, toy soldiers, toy ships, 
cars, dolls and doll's beds. 
Suggestions for activiti e s. 
I 73 Stepping Stones Draw stones across the room. 
Put the addition and subtraction combinations 
through five in each stone. Th e children try to 
73 Ibid., p. 50. 
II 
.~. , . 
get across the stream by saying each answer cor-11 
rectly on the stone. If they make a mistake, i! 
they fall in the water and must tl"'Y again. jl 
Baseba1174 Draw a baseball diamond on the board. 
Number the bases. The pitcher is given anum- I 
ber. This number is either added to or sub- I 
The te~l 
score s a point if a member makes a home run by J 
tracted from the nmabers on the bases. 
giving all the answers correctly . 1.~Jhen thre e 
members of one team strike out (make mistakes), 
the other team comes up to bat. 
II 
I 
7 4 Ibid. , p • 50 • I 
II 
Subtraction from Six 
Suggested procedure 
I The procedure is just the same as for two and 
three (see pp. 148-153). 'rhe .major topics are 
outlined below. Refer to the above page s for more 
details. 
I I Present the following combina~ions through the 
abstract form in this order: 
6 - 3 = 3 
6 - 1 = 5, 6 - 5 = 1 
6 - 2 - 4, 6 4 = 2 
III Before making problems, use markers to demonstrate 
all the way s to take numbers away from six. 
IV The outline 
A. Manipula t ion of concrete objects 
B. Markers to represent facts 
C. Extending meanings to t he s emi-concrete leve 
D. Developing the abstract form 
E . Making problems 
V Ideas f or problems 
Horses going to the stable 
Cows leaving the hay stack 
Chicks leaving t h e mother hen 
Pi g s l eaving the mud 
Geese walking away 
Hens l eaving their n est s 
Sheep leaving the fold 
Su gge stions f or activities 
I Pussy wants a corner75 Pairs of c hildren h ave 
numbers from one to six and they f orm a cir cle 
around the t eacher. The teacher g oes to a child 
and say-s, "Pus s y wants a corner". "What corner?" 
"Four and one . 11 The combinations can be addition 
or subtraction. The two five's try to ex ch ange 
places before the Pussy gets there. If pussy is 
SUCCeS 3ful, then the child must sit down. 
II Streetcar76 Prepare tickets (cards) for each com-
bination. Arrange thirty chairs for the streetcar. 
,~B 
conductor hands t he child a ticket. The child 
must give the corre ct answer as fare or leave the 
car. If the conductor doe sn't notice a mistake , 
he must leave the car. 
III Postman77 Each p erson in the row has a number be-
t ween one and six printed on a card. This is his 
addres s . One child in e ach row is a postman. He 
is given enve lope s on which are writ t en all the 
combinati ons. He must g ive the ri ght enve lope to 
t h e per s on with the answer. If he delivers it t o 
7 5 Ibid. , p • 50 • 
76 Loc. cit. 




the wrong place, that child becomes the postman. 
78 Card Game Cards are prepared with all the com-
binations. Two teams line up. The teacher then 
asks t h e combinations as in a spelling bee. If 
the pupil answers correctly, he may keep the card. 
The team with the most cards wins. 
78 Ibi~~' p. 51. 
Measuring--Inches and Feet 
I Demonstration 
Suggested procedure 
Hold up a ruler. uwhat is t his? What do we use 
a r ule r for? We measure with a ruler. It tellE 
us how long something is. Do you see the nurn-
bers on it? Charlie, will you come up and point 
to the numb ers as you read t hem? John, pass 
out these rulers. Look for t h e numb ers. Do 
you see them? Look for the one. Do you see the 
line b y the one ? From here (pointing to the 
edge of the rul er) to the line at the one is onJ 
inch. If I hold this piece of pap er (have a one 
inch strip ) and put the ruler over it, b eing 
sure I start e d right a t t he e dge , I would s e e 
that the paper stopp ed where it said one. That 
would mean that this side of the paper was one 
inch long . Now let's say I want to draw a line 
one inch long. I would put my rule r on the 
paper, put my pencil at the e d Ge , and dr aw a 
line ri ght along the ruler until I came to the 
line by the one. Then I would stop . 'rhat woulc 
be one inch. 11 
Proceed in this manner for 2. 'I'hen abbreviate 
it b y saying, "When I me a:s.ure this paper, the 
paper stops at five. How many inches long is 
it? Show me on my ruler where my pencil would 
go to draw a line five inches long. 11 
Do the same for other numbers. 
II Pupil activity 
Suggested procedure 
nNow let r s measur e some things ourselves. " 
A. Me asuring 
1. Start one child at a time at the front 
of the room 
a. 11 Judy, how long is this pencil?" 
b. "Beth, how many inches lone; is 
this book?" 
c. 11 Charlotte, how wide is this book. 
2. All measure the same thing 
a. width and length of desks 
b. width and length of books, papers , 
etc. 
B. Estimating before measuring79 
11What would you like to me asure? Before 
you begin to measure, l e t's guess about 
how long it is.u 
c. Locating obj e cts of an estimated length8 0 
''Find something about six inches long. n 
79 G. c. Bartoo, B. Stinson, and J. Osborn, Number Magic. 
(St. Louis: Webster Publishing Company, 1948), p. 32. 




"Johnny says he nee ds something longer to mea-
sure his desk. What c an he do? Yes, he can 
make a mark at the 12, put the edge of the ruler 
on the mark and start counting 13, 14, 15 in-
stead of 1, 2, 3. But I'll tell you an easier 
way . Twelve inches--this ruler--has another 
name. It is one fo ot . I can me asur e this pic-
ture and say, '1 foot and--putting the ruler on 
the mark I made--3 inches long'. If I need to 
use the ruler t wice, I would say 2 feet. If 
I use it 3 time s, I say 3 f eet." 
Suggested activity 
Measure the children. Have them mark off the 




11 Some children are finding that they come just 
exactl;r between t he inch mark s. (Draw a line 
on the board.) Let 's say this is one inch. Of' 
course it's too big , but we a l l want to see. 
'rhe children are coming h e r e (draw a line at t he 
middle). Have you ever seen this on the board 
before? V~'hat about the two parts'? Are t hey 
the same size? How many parts are there ? If 
I take one part and I need two to make a whole, 
what is the name of one part ? One half. I 
have divided the inch in half and i t is one 
half an inch. So J e an is 3 feet 10~ inche s. 
End of Grade I 
Famili e s for Seven 
Su gge sted p rocedure 
I Demonstration with concrete obj e cts 
Call u p a ch ild to demonstrate and manipulate 
the obj e cts for the r e st of the class. 
'' Here are :s:ix book s in this and one book in 
that pile . Count t he boolcs and t e ll me how 
many there are in a ll. Si x and one are what? 
Supp ose I lo s t a book. (Have the child r emove 
one book.) How many books are l e ft? Seven 
t ake away one are what ? If I brougbtit back, 
how many would t h e r e be? Six and one are 
what? How man y would b e l e ft if I took six 
away? ( Take six away.) Seven take awa y six 
are what ? 11 
I I Manipulation of mar kers 
rt •.rake out y our markers and. let 1 s _do t h e same 
thing with them? 
Give the s ame problem and others having the 
ch ildren move the mark ers. 
I II Abs t r a ct form 
"Can any one come to the boa rd and wri t e two 
stori es for six a n d one are s even using numbers? 1 
Do the same for the res t of the combinations 
in this s et. Direct them to pu t the v ert ical 






the horizont a l arrang eme nts in a row at the 
bottom of the board. 
I V Se eing t he similarity 
I 
"Look a t the board. I f I told you about six I 
orl and one are s e ven, c ould you tell me the rest 
the facts? If I jus t told you seven take away I' 
one are six, could you tell me the rest ?" 'rhis 
can l a ter b e us e d a s a check. 
v Proceed in the same manner for 
A. 5 2 7 7 
t_g_ 
-&. - 2 -5 
B. 3 4 7 7 II i! ~ -3 -4 
VI Using blocks to bring out unders t anding s f'or all 




nif you couldn't r emember the answer to 
3 I 4, but you r emembered 3 I 3 , what would 
you do?" 
Have t hem mak e a ll the c ombinations to seved 
starting with 1 I 6. Have t h em s e e that as j 
one number gets l ar g er, the other number 
gets smaller. 
Have t hem see what h appens wh en the y 
1. add one to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 
2 . subtract one from 2, 3, 4 , 5, 6 , 7. 
3 . the s ame for two 
VII Making problems 
I 
A. Have the children make up their own prob lems 
and present them to the class 
B. Draw problems and present them to the class. 
VIII Ideas for presenting problems 
Children going to school 
Rabbits going under a ferice 
Children coasting 
Airplanes taking off 
Riding bicycles 
Children with dolls and teddy bears 
Hanging up clothes 
Suggestions for activitie s 
Games for drill 
I. Children have cards in their hands with the 
combinations through seven. The teacher asks 
for all those with the answer 7, 5, 2, 3, 6, 4, 
1.81 
II. Cards with the combinations are put on the 
blackboard ledge. The teacher asks the children 
to bring her all the combinations for 7, 3, 6, 
82 1, 5, 2, 4. 
81 Ibid., p. 145. 
82 Loc. cit. 
Families f'or Eight 
Suggested procedure 
I The procedure is the same for seven (see pp. 181-
183). The g eneral outline is given b e low. Refer 
to the above pages for detail. 
II Present the facts in this order, teaching each 
group separately through D. 
A. 2 4 
~ -2 
B. 1 7 8 8 
f:!_ t1 -1 -7 
c. 2 6 8 8 
t!i ~ -2 -6 
D. 3 5 8 8 
& ~ -3 -5 
III The outline 
A. Demonstration with concrete objects 
B. Manipulat i on of markers 
C. Abstract form 
D. Seeing similarities 
E. Using blocks to bring out understanding s 
F. Making problems 
IV Suggestions for problems 
A. The ~lves and the Shoemaker 
1. number of: 
a. blue and yellow coats 
b. rea and green shoe s 
c. black and brown trousers 
d. white and yellow stockings 
e. black and brown hats 
f. gold and silver bells for hat and 
shoe s 
g. gold and silver buckles for b e lts 
B. The circus 
colored balloons 
number of children 
boxes of popcorn, bars of candy 





laughing or sad 
colored costume s 
activiti e s 
Su gge stions for an a ctivity 
Game for drill 
Guessing g ame 83 The teacher says,"I am think-
ing of two numb ers that make 8." The children 
must guess the exact combination the teacher 
has in mi nd. Othe r sums to 8 c a n be used as a 
revie w. 
p 143 
United States Money--Relative Value t o Twenty Cents 
I Penny and Ni ckel 
Suggested procedure 
A. Re cognition of coins 
1. ''Doe s anyone recognize this? Yes , it's 
a penny or (one cent ) • " 
2 . "Does anyone recognize this•? Ye s, it's 
a nickel or 
B . Value of coins 
{five cents) • " 
---
1. Value of pennies to nickels 
a. Demonstration 
"Show me five pennies. ;.this is 
the same as five cents, isn't it? 
Let ' s count--one cent, two cents, 
three cents, four cents, five 
cents. A nicke l is worth 5¢ t o o , 
so one nickel will buy as much as 
five pennies . " 
b. Use of nickel or five pennies 
· 
11
'.Pell me something that costs 5¢ 
(candy bar, ball, top) How could 
we pay for it ? Could we use pen-
nies? How many would we n e ed? 
Could we use a nickel? How many 
would we need? Bring out the pape 
money in your desks and put out 
two k inds of mone y that are 5~ and 
I will come around to see if you 
are right. 11 
c. Value of penni e s and nick els to 25! 
"Now I'm putting these pennies i 
pile s of 5 up to 25. In front of 
each pile is a nickel. Le t's coun 
the pennies by 5--5, 10, 15, 20, 
25. Do I have 25 pennies? How 
many pennies are in 2 piles? 3 
piles'Z 4 pile s? 5 piles? How -. 
many pennies make a nickel ? Five, 
so I put one nickel in front of 
each pile of 5 pennies. Is each 
nickel the same as each pile of 5 
p ennies? Can we count the nickels 
b y 5? Ye s, the y are worth 5~. 
Let's count the five nickels--5, 
10, 15, 20, 25. How many c ents ar 
2 nickels? 3 nickels? 4 nick els? 
5 nickels? 
d. Us e of nickels and pennies to 
twenty-five cents 
"If I want e d something that cost 
10~, I could count my pennies--5, 
10--and give 1 0 p ennies. Let's 
count the nickel s and see how 
many we would nee d--5, 10 . How 
many nickels is that? (Do the 
same for 15~ , 20¢ , 25~ ). Which 
would b e easier to carry about, 
pennies or nickels?" 
e . Us e o f pennies and nickels for 
uneven amounts 
Suggested acti vity 
"Now, if I want ed to buy some -
thing that cost 6¢, how could I 
do i t 'l Yes, six pennies. Can 
anyone think of an easi er way ? 
Let's s t art with a nickel. How 
much is that? 5¢. Now t ake a 
penny . 5¢ and 1~ more makes how 
man y c ents?" Same for 7 <}. , 8¢ , 
9¢, 10¢ . 
Store Have books and other school article s on 
t wo front tabl e s with price s on each item. Let 
two children be cl erks. Have each child come 
up and 11buy 11 some t h ing . Ea ch table will take 
turns demonstrating . By having two tables, time 
is saved whil e t he children move back and forth. 
'rhe audience will check the answers. If it is 





















"Does any one recognize this coin? Yes, it• 
a dime or (10 cents)." 
---
B. Value of dime 
"How many pennies in 10¢'? Does anyone re-
member how many nickels in 10¢'? Let's 
count our nickels by 5's until we g et to 
ten--5, 10. So how many nickels were 
there? Now we have three ways to pay for 
I 
something that c osts 10¢'. How many pennies. 
How many ni ckels? How many dime s? If I 
had 1 nickel and 5 pennies, could ·r buy a 
10¢' candy bar'? 'rake your markers and find 
out. 
c. Combinations to twenty cents 
"Everyone us e markers and let's see how 
many different way s we can make 20¢'." 
Draw t he results on the board. 
1. 20 pennies 
2. 4 nickels 
3. 2 dimes 
4. 1 dime and 2 nickels 





6. 1 dime and 1 nickel and 5 penni e s 
7. 1 nickel and 15 pennies 
8. 2 nickels and 10 pennies 
9. 3 nickels and 5 pennies 
D. Using penni e s, ni ckels and dime s for uneven 
amounts 
Have the children find all sorts of ar-
rangements for 12¢ through 19¢. 
III Quarter 
A. Recognition 
1. "Here is another piece of money. Is 
it big or little? It's big and is 
calle d a quarter or 25¢. Look at it 
closely. Can you see where it say s 
'quarter dollar'?" ( Write quarter 
dollar on the board.) 
B. Values 
IV Half dollar 
1. "How many pennies are in 25¢? 11 
2. "How many nickels are in 25¢ ?" 
3. "Can we make 25¢ using nickels and 
dimes? 11 
A. Re cognition 
"Here is another pi e ce of money. It's 50¢ or I 
half a dollar. Can .)rou see where it say s 'half j 
dollar'? {Wri t e half dollar on the board.) Is j 
it bigger than a quarter?" 
B. Value II 
11 Let's coun t our dimes until we get to 50¢'. 




"What is this pie ce of paper? It is a doll ar. 
~Yhose picture is on the bill? Does it say one 
dollar? Does it say one anywhere? '' 
B. Value 
"A dollar i s worth 100¢'~ Count your markers and 
tell me how many dimes that would be." 
VI "Which will buy more? 11 
a penny or a nicke l 
1¢' or 10¢' 
;· 5¢' or 10¢' 
10¢' or 1¢' 
10¢' or 5¢' 
5¢' or 1¢' 
6¢ or 10¢' 
8¢' or 5¢ 
3¢' or 7¢' 
VII Using ten's to count money 
Have t he children count b y ten's and then one's more 
using paper coins to buy 
a top that costs 38¢ 
I 
a ball that costs 42¢ 




,1 Subtraction--Finding the Difference 





11 John has 4 balls and Peter has 2 balls. How 
many more balls does John have? 
Here are the 4 balls and t he 2 balls. Vfuo has 
an idea of what to do? George wants to try. 
George saw that if he put the four balls here 
and the two balls underneath, each group would 
have two balls at least. So he took two balls 
away from each group and saw that John still 
had two. So John has 2 more balls than Peter. 11 
Continue in the same way using many of the ob-
jects around the room. 
II With S;)lmbols on the board 
A. Tangible 
11 Here are John's balls. (draw four balls) 
Here are Peter's balls. (draw two balls) 
Now cross out two balls in each group. 
!! !! 0 0 
How many balls are lef't? Vi/hat is the dif'-
1 
f'erence betwe en 4 and 2? 11 
B. Intangible 
"Susan is eight years old. Her sister Mar; l 













Have a child come up and represent the 
y ears b y marks and proceed in the same 
manner. 
III Abstract Form 
nGeorge got five spelling words right. 'rom g ot 
three ri ght. How many more words did George 
get right than '.fom? 11 
nHere are 5 circles to show the number of words 
George g ot right. And under it are 3 circles 
for the number Tom got ri ght. ~fuat is the 
answer? Two. 11 
Now write the number 5 n ext to the circles of 5, 
and 3 next to the circle~ of 3. 
nWhen we find the difference, do we add or sub-
tract? Are we getting a bigger or a smaller 
number? We subtract to find the answer. And 
what is 5 take away three ? 11 
Continue g iving them problems. Have them write 
the numbers on their papers and check when a 
child comes to the board to write the answer. 
IV Making up problems 
Let the children make up their own problems and 























The procedure is the same for seven (see pp. 181- 1 
II 
183). The general outline is given below. He fer 
to the above pages for detail. 
Present the facts in this ord er, teaching each 
group seperately through D. 
A. 1 8 
i:§_ &__ 
B. 2 7 
I:!.. ~ 
c. 3 6 
1!2. f.!!. 

















I II The outline 
A. Demonstration with concrete objects 
B. Manipulation of markers 
c. Abstract form 
D. Seeing similarities 
E . Using blocks to bring out understanding s 
F. Making problems 
IV Suggestions for problems 
A. Dolls 
1. Sizes 




























































B. Mother baking cookies and cupcakes 
I! 
I 
Sugg estion for an activity 
84 Game of Pen guin 
,, 
Make penguins like nine-pins and 11 





the ball until two penguins are knocked over. 
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Adding Three Numbers 
II 
I! 
I Demonstration of vertical addition through a game 
I 
Su ggested procedure 
,I 




Prepare a target for darts with thre ~ rings I 
numbered 1, 2 and 3. "Le t's learn how to 
keep score using three numbers. Georg e, 
h ere are three darts. Throw them at the 
target. ~~at numbers did h e hit? 3, 1, 
and 1. Take out your markers. How many 




<'> i hr 11 five• D d anyone say, 't ee and one are 
four and one and four are five'? Let's I 
count our marker s that way wh en Jimmy takes I 
his turn. " Continue in t hi s way having 
them add an d not just count. 
With abstract symbols 




I t he : 
board. Johnny g ot 3, 1, and 1. We write 
that 
3 or *** I 1 
* 1 * I 
Let's add up the dots first. Thre e and one lj 
I 
are four, four and one are five. So we'll 11 
I 
put five dots under the line . Now l e t's 










four. Remember the four and say four a nd 
one are five. And we put the five under 





until each child has a turn. The childre n I 
I 
at the seats should write the scores using 
numbers. 
Sugg estions f or an activity 
Ring game85 Make a target such as this: 
1 2 3 1 
2 1 2 1 
3 1 3 2 
1 2 3 1 
Nails or sticks should protrude from each number. 
Each child may throw three ring s. Write each score 
and add. 

















Prepare a board with holes in it. 
bo ard in thi s order. 86 
li 
















Numbered baskets can be substituted for the 
board. Each child may throw three bean bags. 
"Joseph got a score of 1, 3, and 1. We can 
write than on the board like this: 
. * 
* -
We add one and three are four and one mor•e is 
five. Now l e t's write the numbers underneath. 
1 I 3 I 1 = 
Put in the plus si gns because we are adding. 
I And what do we say? INhere would we put the five ' 11 
Continue in this way until e ach child has had 
I II Problems with three numbers 
A. Manipulation of markers 
11 Take your markers and show this story. 
Johnny went to the store and bought two 
pencils, one pad of paper and one era&er. 
How many things did he buy? 
Johnny, come up and show us this story on the 
felt board." Continue using, a few more problems 
B. Writing abstract numbers 
"Write the numbers on y our paper and add them. 
Ji~ny picked up two black stones, one 
white s tone and one gray stone. How many 
stone s did he pick u p? " 
IV Ideas for problems 
~00 
Poss e ssions of' three children 









I Zero as a place holder 
" Zero doesn't me an anything . In ten it just 
holds the place for the one 's. Ar e there any 
one' s in ten? But we can' t just write one, so 
we put a zero in t he one's pl a ce so t hat one can 
mean one ten. 11 Demonstrat e this on an abacu s 
on for the other numbers t o 100. 
II Adding zero 
A. Demonstration from concret e to abstract 
11 If y ou had t wo b i g apple s and no little 
apples, how man y apples would you have? 
Georg e, come up here and let' s show the 
clas s what we me an. Here are two big app l e 
a n d no li tt l e ones . How many do you h a v e ? 
Le t's write i t . 
2 big apples 
little apples 
2 app l e s 
We h a ve to put something near t h e little 
apples. We c an't just l eave that s p ace 










B. Extending knowl e dge in problems 
"How would you write these stories using 
only numbers and signs? 
'If you were play ing baseball and made 
two home runs one da y and no home runs the 
next, how many home runs did you make?'" 
Continue in this way, having one child come 
up to the board to write the problems. 
c. Making a rule 
11 Can any one make a r ul e about addine; with 
1. place holder 
2. the answer is always the same as the 
number in the problem. 
I II Subtracting zero 
A. As subtrahend 
1. Demonstration from concret e to abstract 
"There were five plates on the table. 
Billy didn 1 t take any off. How many 
were left on the table? Pe t er, come up 
and put t h is number of plates on the 
table. Don't take any off. How many 
are left? Can I write the story like 
this? - 5 Does t h at show the story? 
· s 








off one, t his would be the story. 
5 plates 
-1 plate 
4 p lates 
But h e didn't take any off. So this 




What mus t we put? A zero. Without 




2. Oral and written problems 
Let the children answer the problems 
orally and then write them on paper. 
Have them take turns writing the 
answer on the board. 
3. Making a rule 
ucan anyone make a rule about sub-
tracting zero. " 
a. p lace holder 
b. when we use zero, the answer 
the same as t he t op number. 
As the answer 
1. Demonstration 
"Now you have 5 ice cream cones 
game them all away. How many do 
~-· 
have left? M:ove your blocks if 
know. You don't have any. Now 













I Vve 've got to have something for an answe i , 
but what can we put when the answer is j 
nothing? We must put a zero to show tha 
there is an answer but it's nothing. 11 
Continue like this 
2. Oral and written problems 
Let the children answer the problems 
orally and tnen write them on paper. 
Have them take turns writing the answer 
on the board. 
3. Malting a rule 
a. Zero is a place holder, even in the 
answer. 
b. If you take away the same number 










Families for Ten 
Suggested procedure 
I The procedure is the same for seven (see pp. 181-
183). The general outline is given below. Re fer 
to the above pages for detail. 
II Present the facts in this order, teaching e ach 
group separately through D. 
A. 5 10 
til. - 5 






E. 4 6 
t§. ti. 

















A. Demonstration with concrete objects 
B. Manipulation of markers 
c. Abstract form 
D. Seeing similarities 
E . Using blocks to bring out understanding s 
F. Il/laking problems 
IV Sugge stions for problems 














Old woman in the shoe 
number of boys and girls 





Suggestions f or an activity 
v 87 Game of Twinks Prepare 40 cards with all the 
combinations. "Twinks 11 is the .designated sum, in 
this case ten. Divide the cards between two chil-
dren. They turn over t he top card alternately until 
t he sum e quals ten. ·r he first to say "twinks" gets 
the oiTerturned cards. 






























Regrouping f or Addition 
Sugg ested procedure 
I Sums under ten 
II 
Put a group of 3 dots and a group of 4 dots on 
the board. 
"How many dots are there in this group ? And in I 
this group ? We are g oing to find another wa y to 11 
find the answer to 3 I 4." Draw a line around 
the group of 3 to include 2 of t h e dots from 4. 
* 
"Three and two are what? And how many are l e ft? 
Five and two are s ev en. So three and four a r e 
seven." Write this underneath the dots: 
3 I 2 = 5 
II 5 I 2 = 7 
I so 3 I 4 • 7 
"Now let's do the same with the se: 4 I 6, 3 I 5 ,! 
2 I 7, etc." It is not necessary to make group s 
for 5. For 3 and 5, it would b e easier to make 
4 and 4. 
Sums over ten 
A. Using t he card holder 
"A boy was walk ing down t he street and he 
picke d up some chestnuts. He puc 5 in one 






did he pick up? Jimmy, come u p to the card I 
holder and show us how you would find the 
answer. II Very likely h e will use p art i al 
counting. 
"Let's use what we know about ten. ·we have 
5. What can we do to mak e ten? ( Move 5 
cards from the 8 cards t o make t en .} How 
B. Using semi-concrete s y~bols and abstract 
s ymbols 






" ">I' ·~ 
~·'" * ~~- ~~ 
Have one child come u p and guide him to 
draw a ring around t en dots and say , "ten 
and three are t h irteen, so fiv e and eight 
1 a r e t h irteen". Continue in this way working 


















Fami lies for Eleven 
Suggested procedure 
I The procedure is the same as for seven (s e e pp. 
181-183). The general outline is given below. 
Refer to the above p ages for details. 
II Present the facts in this order, teaching each 
































A. Demonstration with concrete objects 
B. Manipulation of markers 
C. Abstract form 
D. See ing similarities 
E. Using blocks to bring out understandings 
F . Making problems 
IV Suggestions for problems 
Playing school 
Numb e r spelling words ri ght 














I number r ead 
I 
I colors of books tl 
II 
II types (fairy stories, adventures) 
!I 



































Addition and Subtraction by Endings88 
Suggested procedure 
I Adding numb ers to ten 
11We can make numbers, such as 1?, by taking a 
bundle of ten sticks and adding seven more. Her . 
II 






(or ~I 1111111 • ~ llllllH 
Now let's write that with numbers. 11 
10 
1....:!.. (or 10 I 7 = 17) 
17 
Put this next to t he picture of the sticks. 
11Why did I put the seven under the zero'? 11 Re-
peat in the same manner. 
Subtraction to get ten 






away. And wh at do you have left? Ten, because J 
twelve is one ten and two mor e. Take the two 
ones away and you have ten left. 11 
oi;i,P- 11 = ~ or 12 - 2 • 10 or 12 
- 2 
10 
Precede in this manne r until it can be done both 
orally and written. 
I 
88 G. T. Buswell, W. A. Brownell, and L. John, Teacher's 
/j Manual fo r Jolly Numbers, Book Two, New Edition. (Boston: 


















I II Adding to other teen numbers 
nwe've added numbers to ten. Now let's add 
numbers to other teen numbers. What is eleven? 
One ten and one more. Put out your markers 
showing t hat. Put out four more. How many 
ones do we have now? And how many tens? What 
is that number? 11 I 4 = 15 
I 
~ illl II 
9 lllll 
Now watch while I write it another way. ( Fill 
in the numbers last.) 
11 • 1 ten and 1 one 
I 4 • 4 ones 
15 ~ 1 ten and 5 ones 
Look at our problem. 
11 
L! 
Vfuere are the one's? The one and the four are 
one's. So let's add them. Add add the tens. 
V!Jhat is the answer? 11 Proceed in the same man-
ner for others. 
IV Subtra ction from teens numbers 
"Let's learn to subtract from a teens number. 
'rake your sticks and make 17. How many ten's? 
How many one's? Take away three ones. What do 
you have left? What is one ten and four more? 
We have 1 ten a n d 7 one's. Cross out the 3 
, ~) . 
one's. 
~ llllH:-% 
Now look at just the numbers. 
17 
- 3 
Where are your one' s ? Vfuat is 7 take away 3 ? 
And how many tens? Why did I put the 3 under 
the 7? 11 Continue using other combinations. 
A;;:13 
Subtraction--How many more? 
Su ggested procedure 
I Demonstration 
"Johnny wants to buy a candy bar. 
He has 2¢. How many more pennies 
It costs 5~ " \ 
does he need?'' 
"Here are the pennie s. Wno will come up and 
find the answer? How many pennies m~st be put 
with the :2 p enni e s to make 5 cents? 11 





others like it until they understand that other I 
obj e ct s must be put with the smaller number to 
make the larger. Many objects around the room 
can be manipula ted by the children. 
II Using semi-concrete objects 
I I I 
"Here are the 5 pennies Johhny needed. (Draw 
5 circles.) I am g oing to draw a box around 
the pennies he already has. 
~ 0 0 0 
How many more pennies does h e need? 11 
Continue in thi s manner with several problems. 
Abstract s ymbols 









many more ? Is the number going to get bigg er oJ 
smaller? We subtract to find how many more.'' 
Give problems, having the children write on 
paper and one child come to the board to check 
the correct answer. 
IV Making problems 
Have the children make up problems of this type. 
Families for Twelve 
Suggested procedure 
I The procedure is the same as for seven (see pp. 
181-183). The general outline is given below. 
Refer to the above pages for details. 
I I Present the facts in this order, teaching each 
group separately through D. 
A. 6 12 f.§_ -6 


















A. Demonstration with concrete objects 
B. Manipulation of' markers 
c. Abstract form 
D. Seeing similarities 
E . Using blocks to bring out understandings 
F. Making problems 
IV Suggestions for problems 
Red Riding Hood 
Flowers (size, colors, losing some) 
Rouses passes (size, color) 
Things in basket (fruit, cakes, cookies) 
Horses at the side of the road 
Number 
Size and color 
Location (at side of road, under tree) 
Motion (galloping , rearing) 
Activities (eating, resting) 
Adding Two- Di git Numbers 
Suggested procedure 
I Demonstration 
A. "George went to the store and bought some 
apple s for 23¢' and bananas for 42¢. How 
many cents did he spend?" Write the nu.mbers 
on the board. "Does anyone have any idea I 
what to do now? Are we g oing to add 
I 
or sub- 1 
tract the numbers? How can we add t h em? 
Take out your abacus and l e t's fi gure this 
out. Put 23 on the top row. How are you 
g oing to do t hat ? Under it, put y our 42. 
Does it g o anywher e under it? Now add your 
one's and then y our ten's. You ge t 6 ten's 
and 7 one's. An d what numb e r is that? So 
he spen t 65¢'." 
B. Abstract symbols 
"Now let's l ook at the numb ers wh en I write 
them. We st art e d with the one 's on t he 
abacu s . Start wi t h the one's here, too. 
And put your one 's under the line . Now add 
your ten 1 s. What i s t he answer ? 11 Continue 






























11 Georg e has 45 marbles. He lost 14 of them. How 
man y did h e have left?" Write t he numbers on the 
board. 11 Can anyone t ell me how to do this? Do I 
add or subtract? All ri ght, Mary , you think you can ' 
do i t . Come u p and show us what y ou did. vVhy di d 
you subtract the 4 from the 5? Why did you subtract 
the 1 from the 4? Can you show me how to do it on 
the card holder?" 
Be sure the children unders t and how to manipulate 
these facts in the card holder before t hey attempt 
the abstract f a cts. 
Su gge stions for an activit y 
If the thermometer is st;ill up, the variation in 













"Here are a dozen egg s (show real hard-
boiled, or false e ggs in a real egg box). 
George, come up and tell me how many eggs 
there are. He counted 12 eggs. 'rwel ve 
eggs are a dozen. \men we go to the store 
and ask for a dozen eggs, we ask for 12 
eggs. 
Count these oranges. Ar e there a dozen? 
How do you know? 11 
B. Buying thing s b y the dozen 
11What else do we buy by the dozen?" 
Rolls, c ookies, lemons 
C. Reproduction of a dozen 
Have them bring y ou a dozen 
books, children, crayons, boys, girls 
II Half dozen 
A. Discovering one half dozen 
"Many times your mo t her will want some 
lemons, but she won't want a whole dozen. 
She will only want a half a dozen. Can we 
divide a dozen in half? Can we make two 







of lemons in each group? IJIJho has an idea? 11:1 
I 
Have the children try to divide a doze1 / 
in half. The y can use their marke rs. 
1 When someone gets an answer, have him 
demonstrate. Some may put one in one I 
pile and one in the other. Someone ma~ 
say 6 and 6 are 12. I 
Manipulation of markers 
1
· 





girls and half a dozen candies until they 
l e arn that hal f a dozen is always six. 
This skill may be maintained b y the 
frequent use of half a dozen whene ver I 
six scissors, chairs, or other objects 















Pound and Half Pound 
Suggested procedure 
I Introduction 
"Today I'm a cing· to find out how h i h o muc you we g ·i 
I 
II 
are. Whenever we weigh somethine:; we put that 1! 
That means I'm going to find out how h e avy you 
something on scale s. Scales answer the questio~· 
'how heavy is it?' Which would be heavy , a 
stone or a feather? 
II Buying thing s b y the pound 
"We buy some thing s at the store by the pound. 
The grocer weighs t hese things on scales to see 
how heavy they are. ~mat thing s can you buy 
b y the pound?" 
meat sug ar beans i 
bacon candy peas 
.I 
fish coffee tomatoe s 
cheese butter bananas 
III Weighing the children 
"George, come up and we'll s e e how heavy you 
are. You weigh 72 pounds. V'Jhenever we weigh 
something , we find how many pounds it is." 
Continue for all the children 
IV Half pound 
"Mother didn't want a whole pound of butter. 









to do to the butter to make it weigh half a 
pound? Cut it in half, that's right. Take 
two blocks. One is half a pound and so is the 
other. Are they the same size? Bring them 













Families ~or Thirteen 
Suggested procedure 
I The procedure is the same as ~or seven (see pp. 
181-183). The general outline is given below. 
Refer to the above pages ~or details. 
II Present the facts in this order teacher each 
separately through c. 
A. 4 9 13 13 
t.J.. ti - 4 - 9 
B. 5 8 13 13 
~ i.E. - 5 - 8 
c. 6 7 13 13 
t:!_ 12. - 6 - 7 
III The outline 
A. Demonstration with concrete objects 
B. Manipulation of markers 
C. Abstract form 
D. Seeing simi l arities 
E . Using blocks to bring out understanding s 
F. Making prob lems 
IV Suggestions for problems 
Hall owe.' en 
Children in costume s (kinds, sizes) 



















Bobbing for apples 
Number of children, number of app l e s 
Tricks or treats 














I Demonstration and explanation 
nJvi:any years ago the people who lived in Italy 
were called Romans. 
I 
i For a while, they lived in 1 
II 
~ngland and France and Germany, too. •rhis was 
long, long before America was discovered. They 
spoke a language called Latin. :Maybe some o:f 
you have brothers or sisters who are studying 





didn't write the ir numbers the wa J we do. 




I Write the Roman numeral I under the number 1. ) 
They write their one like that. It looks some- I 
thing like our one , but i t has a line at the to, 
and the bottom. Two was two one's like this, I]l. 
Are one and one two? Three was three one's, II~ . 
Are one and one and one three? They n e ver made 
more than three of the same marks next to each 
other. So four was not four one's. Let's come 1 
back to four in a mi nute. Five looked like this, 
I 
V. That's easy because it has a V in it. When ' 
you hear five, can you hear the V sound? Four 
is one l e s s than five, so they put a V with a 
i f t f i . A thi ll this sl·del one n ron o ~. n y n g sma on 
of a big numb er means less than. So four means 
one l e s s t h an five, Six is one more than five, I 
so they put a one on this side. They add the [I 
numbers on thi s sid e o f a big number. Seven is 
two mor e than five. \IIJhat is our five? What is 
two? So seven i s a V. with two ones. Can anyone 
tell me what eight would b e? It's three more 
so we put a V with three ones. Now we have 
three ones a g ain, don't we? So let's skip to 
ten. 'ren is an X. Now we .nl put the one on 
the 'less than' side of the X. Can anyone tell 
me how to write nine ? Eleven is one more than 
ten. How would I write that? Can anyone tell 
me how to wri t e t welve 'i' 11 
II Recognition 
A. Point to the Roman numbers and have the 





Have the ch ildren count t o twelve exp laining 
jl 
why the numbers are written as the y are. il 
c. Jump around wh e n you point to the numbers, 
having t he children identify t h em and ex-
p lain t he ir answers. 
D. Erase the regular numbers and do the same. 
~ 
E . Era1se all the numb ers an d write t h e Roman 
numb ers in ran dom order having the children 



























I I I The use of Homan numb ers 
11When do we see Roman Numb e!!s?" 
on clocks 
in the first pages of some books 
on some building s 









Families for Fourteen 
Su ggested procedure 
I The procedure is the same as for seven (see pp. 
181-183). The general outline is g iven below. 
Refer to the above pages for detail. 
II Present the facts in this order, teaching each 
group separately through D. 
A. 7 
I:!_ 
B. 5 9 14 14 
~ 1_5 - 5 - 9 
c. 6 8 14 14 
1.§_ l!i - 6 - 8 
III The outline 
A. Demonstration with concrete objects 
B. M:anipulation of markers 
C. Abstract form 
D. Se eing similarities 
E . Using blocks t o bring out understandings 
F . Making problems 
IV Su g gestions for problems 
A. Day at the Beach 
Boats 















Telling Time-- Roman Ntunbers and Half Hour 
I Roman Numb ers on clocks 
Suggested procedure 
"Here is a clock very much lik e the other clocks 
we've b e en looking a t. Some thing is different. 
Can anyone se e wh a t it is? Yes, the numbers ! 
are Roman numbers. Are they in order? Are the~1 
I 
still twelve hours on the clock ? m~o can read j 
this? " Show the time to t he hour usine; this 
clock. 
Su ggested activity 
Make clocks with Roman numbers using p aper 
plates, oak t ag hands, and pap er f a steners. 
Have them show y ou times and make their clock s 
show the time s you indicat e . 
I I Ha lf Hour 
Suggest e d procedure 
A. Show a regular clock 
11 \IIJhat happens to t h e long hand in an hour? 
It goe s all the way from t welve around to 
t welve a g ain. Watch a gain and see. Vihat 
is happening to the short hand at t he same 
time? It just move s to t he next number 
I, 
with out going around. Now, where is t he li 
long hand? At six , it is half wa y around II 

















some oak tag cut the right size and ask I 
them how many parts there are and are they I 
the same size.) And the short hand is hal 
way between three and four. When the s h ort1 
hand is at six, we say it is half past. I 
f Ill This clock says hal past three. Vihat do .
we do at half past three ?" 
Identification a nd Reproduction 
1. 11What time do the se clocks say'! 11 
2. "Make your clocks show the time 
a. you get up. 
b. you have breakfast. 
c. leave for school 
d. get to school 
e. leave for lunch 
f. eat lunch 
g. come back to school 
h. l e ave school 
i. eat supper 
j. g o to bed 
k. the stores open and close 



















A. "Here is a nice, big apple. First I shall 
cut it in half. Then I shall cut each half 
in half again. Now how many pieces do I 
have? Are they all the same size? This 
piece is called one fourth, becaus e it is 
one piece but it needs four in all to make 
a whole apple. Perhaps you've heard it 
called a quarter." 
B. nHere is another apple. Did I cut it in 
fourths or quarters this time ? How many 
pieces are there? Are they the same size? 
No, so the y are not fourths or quarters. 
II Making half with concrete objects 
Show the children how to fold paper in half and 
then half again to make quarters. Then have 
them fold string and cut it to show fourths. 
III Determining half from pictures 
A. "Look at the board. Here is a pie . Did I 
cut it in fourths? 11 Draw balls, circles, 
lines, squares and rectangles asking them 
to state if it's quarters and why. 
B. Show picture s of quarters and not quarters. 












IV 11 \IIJhen do we use quarter? n 
It's quarter past twelve. 
I h ave a quarter. 
Sharing 
V Re cognizing the s ymbol 
" If this means t , one part when we need two to 
make a whole, how would we v~ite one fourth ? 
Could we write i t like this? How many 
pi e ces do we n eed t o make a whol e? Four. And 
how many do we h ave? One . So that would be 











Families for Fifteen 
Suggested procedures 
I The procedures are the same as for seven (see pp. I 
181-183). The general outline is given below. 
Refer to the above pages for details. 
II Present the facts in this order, teaching each 
group separately through D. 
A. 6 9 15 15 
ty_ f.!?_ - 6 - 9 
B. 7 8 15 15 
t!i 1.:!.. - 7 - 8 
III The outline 
A. Demonstration with concrete objects 
B. Manipulation of markers 
C. Abstract form 
D. Seeing similarities 
E. Using blocks to bring out understandings 
F. Making problems 
IV Suggestions for problems 
Planting a garden 
Rows 
kinds of vegetables, size of rows, num-
ber of rows, number of vegetables in each 
row 
Destructi on of vegetables 































11 Tom had 6 marbles. He g ave four away. How 
many did he keep? Let's put this on the board. 
How many marbles did h e have in all? (Draw 6 
marbles.) How many did he give away? (Cover 
four of them.) So how many did he keep? This 
is another kind of subtraction where you are 
told how many in all ~nd one of the parts and 
you must find the missing part. 
Did we know how much he had in all? (Write 
the number 6.) He gave part away. How many 
did he give awa y'? (Write 4 under the six.) 
We must find the number that g oe s with four to 
make six. Take 4 from 6 and how many are left? " I 
II Continue in this way having the children write the 
answers on p aper. 
I I I Have the chi ldren make up problems. 
IV Ideas for problems 
carrying ice cream cone s 
boys in a row 
p age s to read in a book 
chairs for children 






Families f or Sixteen 
lj (_ 
Suggested procedure 
I The procedure is the same as for seven (see pp. 
181-183). The general outline is given below. 
Refer to the above pages f or details. 
II Present the facts in this order, teaching each 
group separately through D. 
A. 8 16 
f.§_ - 8 
B. 7 
tJ_ 





A. Demonstrating with concrete objects 
B. Manipulation of markers 
c. Abstract f orm 
D. Seeing similarities 
E . Using blocks to bring out understanding s 
F . Making problems 
IV Suggestions for problems 
Mother duck and duckling s 
number of big and little ducklings 
color 
number that learne d to swim 
number that learned to fly 









number on water or on shore 
number sleeping 
, I 
II Pints and Quarts 
I Suggested procedure 
Have a large bucke t of water, a pitcher, six glas s es, I 
three pint bottles and a quart bottle. 
I Explanation 
"There are two lit t l e bottle s and one big one. 
Do y ou recognize t hem? Ye s, milk come s in this 
bi g one. It is called a quart. Cream come s in 
these. 'r hese are pint jars. And these are 
regular g lasses that hold a cup." 
II Cups in a pint 
"Let's see how many g lasses of water we need to 
use to fill up the p int bottle. George, come 
up and fill this p int bottle using one glass at 
a time . Then put the pint bottle over here with 
the two glasses in front of it. We need two 
glasses to fill a pint. So one pint is the same 
as two glasses or two cups." 
III Cups in two pints 
"Sally, come up and fill t he se two p int bottles. 
Can anyone guess how many glas s es she'll need? 
It will take two glasses to fill this one and 
two g lasse s to fill that one. Two two's are 
what? So two p ints are how many gla sses or 
cups?" 
IV Pints in a quart 
II 
II I 
11 Jinnny, take these two pints and start filling 
up the quart bottle. How many did it take? So 
how many pints in a quart? 11 
V Cups in a quart 
"Peter, take this quart bottle. You want to 
give some people some water to drink. How many 
people can have water? Pour the water into the 
glasses. So how many cups in a quart? 11 
VI Relation of cups, pints, and quarts 
"Here are the glasses for the pint bottle. How 
many glasses filled the pint? If I emptied the 
pli;nt jar into the glasses, how many glasses 
would I fill? How many glasses would fill two 
pints? How many g lasses would fill a quart? 
How many pints would fill a quart? How many 
pint jars could I fill with one quart of water? 
How many glasses could I fill with one quart?" 
If the children can not see the relationships, 
have them discover the answer by pouring water 
out again. 
VII Have the children rearrange the glasses and 
bottles to show different relative values. 










89 D. H. Patton, and W. E . Young, Let's Find Out. I 
(Syracuse, New York: Iroquois Publishing Company, lg49), p. 61· 
United States Money--Value to one Quarter 
Suggested procedure 
I Recognition 
"Do you remember what these coins are?" Show 
p enny, nickel, dime, quarter, half dollar, and 
doll ar. 
II Value to a quarter 
A. Number of penni e s 
11 How many pennies are in a quarter? TwentYi-
five. Put out 25 of your paper pennies. j 
Put t hem in piles of five. 11 
B. Number of nick els 
c. 
"How many nick els will we need to make a 
quarter? Let 's count our nickels by 5's 
I 
unt il we get to 25--5, 10, 15, 20, 25. HoW: 
many nickels was that? So put the nick els 
one under each pile of pennies. Why did I 
we count b y 5's? Why did we put the nicke~ 
b y the 5 pennies? 
quarter? How many 
Number of dimes 
How many pennies in a 





"How man y dime s can we use? Let ' s count b I 
tens--10, 20, 30. Two dime s isn't enough j 
What can we 11 
do to make i t just ri ght? Take another 
and three dimes is too many. 
nickelt" 
D. "How many different way s can we make a 
quarter? 11 
Record each answer on the board. 
1. 25 penni e s 
2. 5 nickels 
3. 2 dimes and 1 nickel 
4. 1 dime and 3 nickels 
5. 1 dime, 1 nickel and 10 pennies 
6. 1 dime and 15 pennies 
7. 2 dime s and 5 pennies 
8. 4 nickels and 5 penni e s 
9. 3 nickels and 10 pennies 
10. 2 nickels and 15 pennies 
11. 1 nickel and 20 pennies 
Suggested activity 
Put out some objects on the table with prices on 
each. Have each ehild buy an object being sure to 
use one coin that the t eacher designates in the total 
I 
number of coins. For example : I 
"Jean, use whatever money ,you need to buy this 
Have .:::k:fb::eb:r:::: :::hu::a:ti:e::tn:e::::::·:: I 
use a number of pennies, such as 17~. 
·, 
f . ., 
Ill 
1 
Stori e s for Ei ght plus Nine 
I Sugge sted procedure 
I Refer to pp. 181-183 for more details for this 
outline . 
A. Demonstration with concrete objects 
B. Manipulation of' markers 
c. Abstract form 
D. Seeing similarities 
E . Using markers to bring out understanding 
F. Making problems 
II Suggestions for problems 
/ 
Cars on t h e road 
8i~e, color, old or new 
Butterflies in the field 
Size, color s, flying or sitting on flowers 
I 
il Measuring-- Feet and Yards 
I' 
Suggested procedure 
11 Do you remember this ruler? How long was it? How 
many inches were there? There were 12 inches and 12 
inches make a foot. Now here is something else that J 
helps us measure. It is called a yard stick. George
1
, 
c ome up and tell me h ow many inches on the yard stick,!_ 
Where did you see the 36? Yes, there are 36 inches 
in a yard. Take this ruler and measure the yard 
stick to see how many feet there are. There are 3 
feet. This will save us a lot of time, won't it? 
It will measure 3 feet all at once. How many feet 
would I measure if I had to use t h e yard stick twice ) 
Two three's are what? Three times? Three three's 
are what? 11 
Sugge sted activity 
Measure long tables, sides of rooms, blackboards, 
windows, window sills, and t he bulleti~ board. 
I 
Ill Stories for Nine plus Nine j Suggested procedure 
II I The procedure is the same as for seven. See pp. 
181-183 for details 
A. Demonstration with concrete objects 
B. Manipulation of markers 
C. Abstract form 
D. Seeing similarities 
E . Using blocks to bring out understanding s 
F . Making p r oblems 
I I Suggestions for problems 
Going to church 
boys and girls, big and little 
Cars on a train 
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